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INTRODUCTION 
The pork production industry has been expanding during the last ten 
years (NPPC, 1994), Competing protein industries such as beef, chicken, 
turkey and fish have also been expanding rapidly. This situation has 
forced pork producers to consider consumer satisfaction with pork as well 
as increasing production efficiency. 
Improving the flavor, color and tenderness of pork has been suggested 
for many years (Plager, 1959) but lack of efficient quality measurement 
systems and a breeder focus on production efficiency limited selection 
efforts. The challenge to the post WWII pork producer was to produce lean 
meat type hogs. Great progress has been made since 1950 in changing the 
lean-fat ratio of pork carcasses (NPPC, 1994). The elite seedstock program 
carcass standards of thirty-five years ago (Boucher, 1960) would be 
equivalent to the poorest entries in today's carcass programs. 
Packer buying systems reward lean hogs, giving pork producers an 
incentive to provide hogs with less backfat and higher dressing percentage. 
Selection for only carcass lean has resulted in production problems for 
many breeders. McKay (1993) found increased piglet losses in lines 
selected for reduced backfat. Christian (1970) reported the increase in 
halothane gene frequency and Porcine Stress Syndrome (PSS) problems in the 
US pig population due to selection for lean, and Barton-Gade (1990b) 
reported increased problems with meat color, texture, and eating quality of 
Danish pork that accompanied the increased lean content of carcasses. 
Kauffman et al. (1992) found only 15% of hams in an industry survey would 
be considered acceptable for.color, firmness, and texture. A 1988 British 
consumer poll reported 17% of loin chops were tough (Warkup, 1993). 
Compounding the industry quality problem is the debate over use of 
the halothane gene. The halothane gene increases carcass lean by 1-2% per 
copy of the gene. It is a major gene that is simply (one locus) inherited. 
The meat quality of pigs with this gene is reduced. The amount of meat 
quality reduction is debated by breeders to justify their breeding programs 
(Goodwin and Christian, 1994). 
This study was designed to identify genetic differences in meat 
quality, composition and eating quality traits in current seedstock 
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populations. Differences between breeds, sex, and halothane genotype were 
evaluated. 
Progress in computing procedures (Boldman et al., 1993) allows 
p 
estimation of heritabilities (h ) and genetic correlations (rg) among 
growth, carcass, meat quality, meat composition, and eating quality traits. 
Knowledge of these genetic parameters can guide swine seedstock selection 
programs to improve pork quality for the consumer. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Mixed Model Methodology 
Prediction 
Selection index methods (Hazel, 1943) have been the main tool used by 
animal breeders to incorporate relative information and/or multiple trait 
information in genetic evaluations (Weber, 1987). Carlson (1980) 
demonstrated mixed model methods were superior to selection indices and 
phenotypic records in evaluating swine central test data. Kiele et al. 
(1988) determined mixed model methods were superior to selection indices 
when evaluating swine field data. 
Henderson (1963) proposed the use of mixed linear models to evaluate 
genetic merit. The equations he proposed considered environmental effects 
of herd-year-season to be fixed and the breeding values of the animals to 
be multivariately normally distributed random effects. The mixed model has 
the general form: 
y = XB + Zu + e 
y = records of performance of an animal, 
X = incidence matrix of fixed environmental or group effects, 
B = vector of unknown fixed effects, 
Z = incidence matrix relating animals to records, 
u = vector of random effects, usually breeding values or transmitting 
abilities, 
e = vector of random environment deviations. 
Henderson (1973) explained the difference between best linear 
predictors (selection index) and best linear unbiased predictors (BLUP). 
The advantage of BLUP over selection index is that fixed effects must be 
assumed known without error with selection index. This is rarely the true 
situation and gives biased predictors of genetic merit when selection index 
is used in the unknown situation. Mixed models estimate fixed effect 
solutions as the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of some estimable 
function of the fixed effects. Genetic and environmental variances and 
covariances must be assumed known and constant for selection index and 
BLUP. These variances and covariances must be known for an unrelated, 
unselected base population in linkage equilibrium from which the evaluated 
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animals are derived. The mean breeding value of the base population is 
zero. 
Henderson (1974) described the flexibility of the mixed model 
approach for breeding value estimation. Many models may be possible with 
the choice depending on computational ease. Two models that generate the 
same covariance matrix of the data are equivalent. He described the 
following features of the mixed model method: 
" 1) evaluations are unbiased. The predictor and predictand have the same 
expected value; 
2) evaluations have minimum variance of prediction errors; 
3) the method is easy to learn for those familiar with least squares; 
4) it is easy to modify if conditions change; 
5) its properties are clearly defined; 
6) it takes advantage of modern statistical computing techniques for 
linear models; 
7) it yields variances of prediction errors; 
8) it sometimes eliminates bias due to selection and culling and 
provides a mechanism for checking such bias." 
Emik and Terrill (1949) developed a systematic way to calculate the 
additive genetic relationship matrix (A) based on the work of Wright 
(1922). The use of A to predict the genetic merit of individuals was 
proposed by Henderson (1952). 
Henderson's (1976a) discovery of a simple calculation method for the 
additive genetic relationship matrix inverse (A'^) allowed the inclusion of 
genetic relationships among animals in the mixed model equations. 
Inclusion of A'^ reduces prediction error variances and improves accuracy 
of evaluations. Quaas (1976) reported a method of calculating of A"^ that 
accounts for inbreeding. 
Henderson (1974, 1985a) summarizes with the following general advice 
for use of mixed models for genetic evaluations: 
" 1) account for major sources of variance and bias with the simplest 
model possible; 
2) write a model with mutually uncorrelated sets of variables if 
possible. Models that generate the same variance-covariance of the 
records are equivalent; 
3) be careful to check the rank of coefficient matrix; 
4) consider use of iterative solutions since diagonal elements of the 
coefficient matrix tend to be larger than off-diagonal elements in 
mixed model equations." 
Henderson (1975b) proposed multiple trait models using additive 
genetic relationship matrices. Multiple traits may be separate traits or 
the same trait measured at different times such as first and second 
lactations of dairy cows. 
Animal models can take many forms, Henderson (1988) lists eight 
examples. The distinguishing feature of animal models is that all animals 
in the population are evaluated. Quaas and Pollak (1980) extended the 
concept of equivalent models to derive a reduced animal model (RAM) 
equivalent to a full animal model. Their motivation was to reduce the 
number of equations to be solved for a fixed number of animals. RAM models 
consist of a genotypic model for parents and a gametic model for progeny. 
The RAM is equivalent to absorbing progeny records into their parent's 
records. This approach has been very successful in reducing the number of 
equations to be solved, especially in species that have more than one 
offspring per parity (Blair and Pollak, 1984b). 
Schaeffer and Kennedy (1986) described an indirect method of solving 
mixed model equations. This indirect method does not require construction 
of the mixed model equations but instead makes use of successive 
adjustments to model effect means. The indirect method reduces 
computational costs and time when compared to absorbed models or RAM. 
Misztal and Gianola (1987) present the indirect approach in terms of 
successive averaging with both Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi iteration. The 
indirect approach is also called iterating on data. Prediction error 
variances and accuracies for solutions by an indirect approach must be 
approximated as with other iterative solutions. 
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Genetic Groups 
Genetic groups are included in mixed models to account for different 
genetic subpopulations. The total genetic merit of an animal is a function 
of its genetic group and its deviation from that group (Falconer, 1981). 
Bichard et al. (1973) discussed the selection errors possible when 
parents of animals to be selected belong to different genetic 
subpopulations. They derived methods of selection to allow for genetic 
group effects under some conditions. 
Pollak and Quaas (1983) defined group effects as functions of genetic 
selection differentials, the function depending upon the completeness of 
the additive genetic relationship matrix inverse (A"^). Animal models are 
more complete than sire models, for example. The genetic selection 
differential was defined as the mean breeding value of the selected 
individuals minus the mean breeding value of the subpopulation from which 
they were selected. This definition is straightforward only in populations 
with discrete generations. Genetic groups are formed by accumulated 
genetic selection differentials. As A"^ becomes more complete, as in using 
an animal model instead of a sire model, the need for groups is reduced. 
The animal model adjusts each animal's breeding value for the genetic merit 
of its relatives. Theoretically, if all animals evaluated, from the base 
population to current population, are included in A'^ no genetic grouping 
is needed. Bichard et al. (1973) suggested not treating animals as members 
of genetic groups but to adjust each animal for the accumulated selection 
differential of its own particular ancestors. 
Famula (1985) demonstrated the equivalence between mixed models 
including groups and restricted BLUP models. He suggested regarding 
genetic groups as random effects since they are accumulated selection 
differentials which are functions of random genetic effects. Groups 
account for selection by "breaking" the correlation between the predictor 
A 
of genetic merit (u) and the effects of selection as reflected in the 
selection differentials. Genetic groups are a means of correcting genetic 
merit predictors so that the selection criterion is not correlated with 
changes in genetic means imposed by selection. 
A further extension of the grouping strategy is to assign any 
unidentified parent to a genetic group based upon some characteristic of 
its progeny. This strategy creates "phantom groups" for unidentified 
parents. There may be separate groups for sires and dams if the data 
indicate them appropriate. All unidentified parents are considered to come 
from the original base population if genetic groups are not included in the 
mixed model. This is incorrect if unidentified parents come from different 
generations and there is genetic trend in the population. The use of A'^ 
and phantom groups should account for most changes due to selection 
(Robinson, 1986; Westell et al., 1988; Quaas, 1988). 
There are no general rules for definitions of groups for models. 
Quaas and Pollak (1987) suggest animal's date of birth, its progeny's date 
of birth, and sex of animal as possible grouping strategies. They also 
caution against having too many genetic groups in a model since confounding 
with other fixed effects may result. 
Selection Models 
An additive genetic mixed model assumes that the random part of an 
animal's record is the sum of a random breeding value, a random 
environmental deviation and sometimes a permanent environmental effect. 
Furthermore, these random variables are assumed uncorrelated. The records 
used in an evaluation are assumed to be a random sample of a larger 
population. 
Culling of animals based on initial performance creates a biased 
evaluation when the animals' later records are the basis of evaluation. 
Henderson et al. (1959) derived mixed model estimators of genetic merit for 
evaluating first and second lactations of dairy cows sequentially culled on 
first lactation records. This method is unbiased if repeatability is 
known. 
Henderson (1955) realized that animal breeding data, particularly 
industry data, was likely to reflect selection on genetic merit. He 
derived the L matrix of selection, which requires knowledge of the form of 
the selection used. This L matrix consists of orthogonal contrasts which 
describe the selection process. Henderson (1975a) expanded on the L matrix 
concept as it applied to selection on the data (y), predictors of genetic 
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merit (u), and environmental deviations (e). He proposed deriving unbiased 
predictors from a model conditional on selection of certain linear 
functions of random variables jointly distributed with the random variables 
of the usual mixed model. 
Henderson (1985a) listed these requirements of the selected data to 
produce BLUP: 
" 1) the random variables have a multivariate normal distribution; 
2) genetic and environmental variances and covariances are known to 
proportionality; 
3) selection decisions were based on linear translation invariant 
functions of the data; 
4) the data used in selection decisions are available and are included 
in the mixed model equations." 
Henderson (1980) described the conditions for L'X=0 to satisfy 
requirement 3. If selection decisions are made within fixed effects, year-
season for example, then L'X=0. If breeders select on linear functions of 
A 
the data (y) that have been adjusted for fixed effects (B) using estimators 
that are unbiased in the no selection model then L'X=0 and BLUP will result 
from mixed models. This allows the use of selection models when selection 
decisions are based upon reported breeding values if the data the breeding 
values are predicted from are included in the selection model. Gianola et 
al. (1988) found that stabilizing selection did not bias BLUP evaluations. 
Goffinet (1983) proved sequential selection with two traits is 
unbiased if all information related to the two sets of records is used and 
knowledge of the exact selection method used for the first trait is 
available. The first trait selection must be made according to an 
invariant criterion with respect to fixed effects. 
Pollak and Quaas (1981) simulated beef cattle weaning and yearling 
weight records to compare the results of mixed model evaluations of 
yearling weight data with and without selection on weaning weight. Their 
evaluations based on selected records were consistently biased for parents 
and progeny. Poor animals were overevaluated and superior animals were 
underevaluated. The bias was largest in the extremes of performance. When 
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records of the weaning weight selection were included in a multiple trait 
model, the yearling weight evaluations were unbiased. Pollak et al. (1984) 
verified the selection bias caused by ignoring selected records by applying 
a multiple trait model to weaning weight and postweaning gain in beef 
cattle. Use of the multiple trait model gave unbiased evaluations for 
postweaning gain. When a sire's progeny were culled based on poor weaning 
weight the sire was overevaluated for postweaning gain in a single trait 
model. 
When selection is known to have occurred and genetic relationships do 
not extend to the unselected base population Henderson (1985a) suggested 
the use of an altered genetic relationship matrix to produce BLUP. This 
altered matrix would consider the first known animals as fixed, using the 
identity matrix as the relationship matrix for these base animals. The 
resulting equations do not allow use of the simple A'^ calculation method 
and are computationally difficult. It is also not clear what is being 
predicted under some models. Henderson (1988) developed a simpler method 
to find the altered A"^ based upon his simple method of calculating A'^. 
Fixing base animals can be useful for accounting for prior selection 
done in the base animal population although any selection done among the 
base animals progeny will yield biased variance estimates. The additive 
genetic variance can be divided into two parts, sire and dam contributions 
and Mendelian sampling. The Mendelian sampling portion is unaffected by 
selection in base animals. Selection among progeny affects the sire and 
dam contributions and so alters variance estimates (van der Werf, 1992). 
Estimation of Genetic Trend 
Henderson (1973) recommended mixed model methods for the estimation 
of genetic and environmental performance trends as well as breeding value 
estimation. The following conditions must hold: 
1) multivariate normal distribution of random genetic effects; 
2) additive genetic model; 
3) complete additive genetic relationship matrix inverse is used; 
4) selection is by translation invariant linear function of the records 
and all records used in making the selection decisions are included 
in the equations; 
5) additive genetic and environmental variances and covariances are 
known and constant. 
Implicit in these conditions is the use of Bulmer's (1971) additive 
genetic infinitesimal loci model. Only with this model do conditions 1, 3, 
and 5 hold. The infinitesimal model assumes no epistasis, linkage 
equilibrium in the base population, independently distributed environmental 
deviations, and an infinitely large number of loci controlling the trait of 
interest. For a fixed amount of heritable variation the intensity of 
selection at each locus is proportional to the number of loci. As the 
number of loci approaches infinity selection no longer changes allele 
frequencies. 
Blair and Pollak (1984a) use mixed model methods to estimate genetic 
trends in sheep with and without control populations. They concluded that 
for the mixed model approach to work without a control population 'fairly 
strong' genetic ties among years are required. No definition of 'fairly 
strong' was given. 
Estimation of Variance Components 
Changes in genetic variance are due to changes in allele frequencies 
and linkage disequilibrium (Lush, 1945). Additive genetic value of a 
genotype is a statistical result, not biological fact. It is a property of 
the genotype, which is constant, and the population, which changes with 
selection (Kempthorne, 1960). Selection that leads to allele frequency 
changes produces additive genetic variances which are very difficult to 
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assess. Finding the correct additive genetic variance and h for a 
population continually under selection would always be one generation 
different than the population you wish to evaluate (Robertson, 1977a). The 
2 
standard errors of the h and genetic correlation (rg) will be higher 
because the genetic variance is reduced. Ponzoni and James (1978) showed 
selection bias from selection of parents was small compared to the standard 
2 2 
errors of h . Bias in a correlated trait is r^ times the bias in the y 
selected trait. Invoking the infinitesimal model (Bulmer, 1971) reduces 
any changes in additive genetic variance to changes in linkage 
disequilibrium. 
Linkage disequilibrium exists when the genotype frequencies at two or 
more loci considered jointly are not what would be expected from allele 
frequencies. These loci have a covariance which may be negative or 
positive (Falconer, 1981). Thomson (1977) defined linkage disequilibrium 
as the nonrandom association of alleles at two or more loci. The 
coefficient of disequilibrium is the difference between the frequency of a 
gametic type and the product of the frequencies of the alleles in the 
population. 
Thomson (1977) listed five causes of linkage disequilibrium: 
1) stabilizing, directional, or disruptive selection; 
2) migration and admixture of genetically different populations; 
3) genetic drift; 
4) inbreeding; 
5) selection operating on a closely linked locus. 
Directional selection, as in animal breeding, always produces 
negative linkage disequilibrium which reduces additive genetic variance 
(Hill and Robertson, 1966). Recombination of genomes breaks up some 
genetic disequilibrium each generation so that after two or three 
generations of selection the additive genetic variance stabilizes if 
intensity of selection remains constant. The decrease in additive genetic 
variance reduces h below the value of the base population in linkage 
equilibrium and so reduces response to selection (Bulmer, 1971). Fimland 
(1979) states that genetic parameters based on the stabilized selected 
populations are the parameters of choice for predicting genetic merit. 
Cockerham (1956) proved that if position effects are absent the 
covariances between parent and offspring are unaffected by linkage. For 
example, with two loci the coupling and repulsion parents have identical 
genotypic values. The distribution and mean of their offspring as a group 
doesn't depend upon linkage. The average crossproduct between parent and 
offspring remains the same as no linkage. Schnell (1963) confirmed that 
only parent-offspring covariances were unaffected. Collateral relatives 
and ancestors or descendants more than one generation from an animal have 
altered genetic covariances due to linkage disequilibrium. Bulmer (1976b) 
found the joint distribution of a metric character in the presence of 
linkage is multivariate normal only for parent and progeny. 
Henderson {1976a) used Cholesky decomposition (Jennings, 1977) to 
reduce the additive genetic relationship matrix (A) to the product of lower 
and upper triangular matrices (LL'). He further reduced L to the product 
of a lower triangular matrix T and a diagonal matrix D. T is equal to L 
except the diagonal elements of T are unity. D is a diagonal matrix 
consisting of the diagonal elements of L. Therefore A = TDDT'. 
Henderson's simple method of A'^ calculation ignores inbreeding effects 
upon DD. Quaas (1976) derived a simple method of A"^ calculation that 
accounts for inbreeding effects on the coefficients of DD. Thompson (1977) 
showed the triangular matrix T was the gene flow matrix from the base 
population. 
Kennedy and Sorensen (1988) defined A as the product of TWT' where T 
is the lower triangular gene flow matrix, W is a diagonal matrix of 
coefficients of Mendelian sampling variance equivalent to Henderson's DD, 
and T' is the upper triangular gene flow matrix. Breeding values (u) may 
be represented as u = TW, a linear function of breeding values from the 
base population and Mendelian sampling terms. Because T relates parents to 
progeny it is unaffected by linkage disequilibrium if both parents are 
known. The Mendelian sampling coefficients of W are unaffected by 
selection or linkage disequilibrium. This gives the result that the A 
matrix is unaffected by linkage disequilibrium if A is complete to the base 
population. If one or both of the parents are unknown the elements of W 
include contributions of variances of the unknown parents plus Mendelian 
sampling. These coefficients are unaffected by selection only if the 
unknown parents are unselected. 
Changes in genetic variance among animals due to inbreeding are also 
accounted for by the A matrix. The coefficients in W are .25(3-Fp) when 
one parent is known, where Fp is the inbreeding coefficient of the known 
parent, and .5(1-F) if both parents are known where F is the mean 
inbreeding coefficient of the animal's parents. Changes in genetic 
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variance due to genetic drift are similarly accounted for in A (Sorensen 
and Kennedy, 1983). The A matrix allows unbiased prediction of breeding 
values and variance only when the base population consists of unrelated 
animals at linkage equilibrium and all animals tested (both selected and 
culled) are included. 
Genetic covariances are due to linkage between genes or pleiotropy, 
where a gene has effects on several traits (Mode and Robinson, 1959). The 
genetic covariance may be partitioned into additive, dominance and 
epistatic components just as variances are (Kempthorne, 1960). Assortative 
mating occurs when the individuals in a mating pair are more (positive) or 
less (negative) alike phenotypically than random pairs in the population. 
Positive assortative mating increases the genetic correlation while 
negative assortative mating will reduce the genetic correlation (Gianola, 
1982). A large change in the genetic correlation between traits can occur 
if the selected trait (parents assorted) is highly heritable. The A"^ 
matrix is used to distribute genetic covariances in multi-trait genetic 
evaluations. 
Three statistical models were proposed by Eisenhart (1947) for 
variance component estimation. Model I has all fixed effects plus an error 
variance, Model II has all random effects except for a fixed overall mean, 
and the Mixed Model has both fixed and random effects. Variance component 
estimation methods were proposed by Henderson (1953) for unbalanced data 
that occur in disciplines such as animal breeding. These were the Methods 
1, 2, 3 that were used by animal breeders into the 1970s. Lowry (1955) 
discussed Henderson's methods as related to genetic parameters. Rules for 
determining expectations of means squares for Henderson Methods were 
described by Schultz (1955). 
The quadratic forms used in maximum likelihood (ML) were proposed by 
Hartley and Rao (1967). Patterson and Thompson (1971) proposed a ML 
transformation to divide the likelihood into a portion that was free of 
fixed effects. This was called Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML). 
Corbeil and Searle (1975) revised the transformation to produce REML 
estimators that are invariant to fixed effects and for equal numbers of 
observations in the subclasses are identical to ANOVA estimators of 
variance components. Harville (1977) reviewed ML and REML approaches to 
variance component estimation and concluded that REML estimates derived 
with the assumption that the data follow a multivariate normal distribution 
are reasonable estimates even if the distribution is unknown. Animal 
breeding data almost always has some selection of parents that is unknown. 
This makes REML the preferred method of variance component estimation for 
animal breeders, Ouweltjes et al. (1988) reported that REML estimators are 
robust with selected data. Dong and Van Vleck (1988) reported higher h^ 
when using a complete with REML estimation. Foulley (1993) shows 
derivation of REML estimators contrasting with ML estimators. 
The use of REML by animal breeders has been limited due to 
computational requirements. Fellner (1987) reported methods of using 
sparse matrix techniques for REML variance component estimation. Misztal 
(1990) used sparse matrix techniques for REML variance component 
estimation with a Cray-2 supercomputer. Boldman and Van Vleck (1991) used 
the SPARSPAK sparse matrix package with an animal model. The utilization 
of SPARSPAK resulted in 505 times less central processing unit time on a 
mainframe computer and 240 times less time on a personal computer. 
Several algorithms have been proposed for REML estimation, generally 
dividing into three categories according to whether or not they require the 
first- and/or second-order partial derivatives of the log likelihood 
function to be evaluated at each round of iteration (Takahashi, 1994). 
The category of algorithms most used by animal breeders requires the 
numerical evaluation of only the log-1ikelihood function. Graser et al. 
(1987) proposed a method that did not require taking derivatives or 
expectations. This (derivative-free) DF-REML approach was used with 
Gaussian elimination to 'plot' values of the variances, gradually narrowing 
the range of estimates until some convergence criterion was reached. Meyer 
(1988) wrote a set of computer programs (DFREML) based on the ideas of 
Graser et al. that were well accepted by animal breeders. The search 
strategy used by Meyer was the simplex method of Nelder and Mead (1965). 
This simplex method assumes the function surface is continuous and has a 
unique minimum in the area of the search. There is no guarantee that a 
global maximum will be found with this method. The authors recommend 
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restarting the simplex evaluations with the last converged values to see if 
the same values are found again. 
Boldman and Van Vieck (1991) incorporated Cholesky factorization and 
SPARSPAK sparse matrix routines in DFREML. The decrease in computing time 
was very large (Boldman et al., 1993). Currently the MTDFREML computer 
programs are being used by many animal breeders for variance and covariance 
component estimation. Misztal and Perez-Enciso (1993) reported sparse 
matrix inverse expectation maximization (EM) algorithms may be more 
efficient for those models that require many rounds of iteration such as 
multiple trait models. 
Heterogeneous Variance 
Mixed model analysis of animal breeding data assumes equal variance 
with different means. A positive relationship between mean and variance 
tends to spread the breeding values more in higher mean contemporary 
groups. Animals represented in these higher mean-variance contemporary 
groups may be overevaluated while animals in lower mean-variance 
contemporary groups may be underevaluated. If mean and variance within 
group are related the estimated breeding value of an animal may be a 
function of group variance as well as genotype and so may be misranked. 
Transformation of records to reduce mean-variance relationships may lead to 
more accurate evaluation of breeding values. Estimation of genetic and 
environmental variance components is recommended to determine the stability 
of heritability estimates (Boldman, 1989). 
Central Test Station Programs 
Central test stations accept young pigs of known parentage from 
breeders and record performance for economically important traits to a 
weight endpoint, usually the current desired market hog weight. The first 
swine test stations were built in Denmark in 1907 for carcass evaluation. 
The central station concept of swine improvement was first adopted in the 
US by Ohio producers in 1954 and Iowa producers in 1956 (Craft, 1960). The 
Minnesota station was built in 1958 (Christians, 1982). 
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The goals of central station programs are education of producers 
about performance testing methods, providing boars to commercial pork 
producers, and making genetic change in the swine population (Robison, 
1982). 
Central testing is appropriate if there are no carryover effects of 
pre-test environment on station performance, genotype by environment 
interactions between station performance and on-farm performance do not 
exist, test conditions are uniform for all pigs, and representative samples 
of pigs are tested (King, 1955). 
The three programs used in swine central test stations are progeny 
test to select parents, sib test for the selection of full or half sibs of 
animals tested, and record of performance for selection of tested animals 
(King, 1955). 
US test stations are unusual in not imposing any form of required 
testing or breeding structure. The initial European programs were based on 
a clearly defined selection goal, required testing, and imposed breeding 
structure (Robison, 1982). Stations in the US have open entry policies, 
requiring only known parentage, acceptable pig health and entry weight 
limits (Weber, 1987). Breeder selection of litters and pigs within litter 
to enter test may create an unknown bias due to differences between 
breeders' ability to predict future performance of pigs (King, 1955). 
Smith (1960) recommended reserving station space for nucleus herds only to 
maximize genetic progress in the swine population. 
Swine breeders in the US were supportive of central stations 
initially because they felt stations gave them uniform and accurate data 
for selection purposes. These breeders also discovered that superior 
performance by a small number of their herd sires' progeny at the test 
station allowed them to charge premium prices for their on-farm production 
(Boucher, 1962). More recently breeder interest in central testing has 
declined. It has become a relatively expensive program with poor 
organization and leadership leading to the perception of little relevant 
progress (Miller, 1983). 
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Genotype by Environment Interaction 
In the broad sense there are no independent genetic and 
environmental variations in animal performance. Any phenotypic 
expression of the genotype requires a relatively specific 
sequence of environments and any environmental influence is 
measurable only as it changes the expression of viable 
genotypes. (Dickerson, 1962) 
Central test stations give tested animals a more specialized 
environment than breeders are able to give their larger groups of animals 
on the farm. The competitive environment of larger groups of animals per 
pen may allow more expression of differina aenotvoe than the relatively 
stated that the breeder should keep his animals under the environments 
where they and their descendants are intended to be used so desired genes 
may express their effects and be selected. Information about the relative 
magnitude of different sorts of genetic variance obtained from an 
experiment confined to one of many possible environments needs to be 
supplemented by some information about the magnitude of bias from genotype 
by environment interaction variance (Comstock, 1960). 
Falconer (1952) considered the same measurements taken in two 
different environments as two genetically correlated traits. Central 
testing programs assume a genetic correlation of one between test station 
performance and on-farm performance (Steane, 1981). 
. Bampton et al. (1977) found no genotype by environment interaction in 
British data. Sex of tested animal was confounded with environment and 
dams of equal merit were assumed in their study. They found that sires 
with progeny in both stations and on-farm test tended to have higher 
station scores indicating top sires at the station were used more in 
industry. Assumptions of random sampling of entries to the station and 
random mating to dams could not be verified. 
Kuhlers et al. (1977b) found no rank changes among sires due to 
genotype by environment interaction for production and carcass traits in 
on-farm records. 
Standal (1977) found differences in backfat depths between station 
and farm were due to measurement differences between ultrasonic and carcass 
isolated environment Lush (1945) 
methods. His results suggested genotype by environment interaction for 
weight gain. 
Roberts and Curran (1981) found station mean performance to be 
superior to on-farm performance. They concluded the two programs were 
selecting similar, if not identical, aggregate genotypes. 
Merks (1986) found no genotype by environment interactions between 
station and on-farm performance in Dutch Landrace and Yorkshires. 
Herd of Origin Effects 
If pre-test environment effects carry over to influence station 
performance the results will be biased (King, 1955). Jonsson and King 
(1962) concluded pre-test environment was not a significant source of 
variation in British test station data. Cox and Smith (1968) found 
environmental herd effects in Iowa central test data and suggested they 
could be due to pre-test environment or selection of entries. Kennedy and 
Quinton (1987) found herd health differences influence on-farm performance 
but not station performance for daily gain and backfat depth. 
The use of Segregated Early Weaning (SEW) programs to reduce pretest 
environmental effects and standardize health status of test pigs has been 
recommended for most efficient use of test stations (Goodwin, 1992; Goodwin 
et al., 1993). Danish results of commingling test station pigs at four 
weeks of age show herd of origin effects were reduced from 6% to 1% of the 
variation for ADG and from 2% to .9% for meat content (Sorensen et al., 
1993). These workers also found small (1%) litter and herd effects for 
meat content traits. 
A maternal effect is a phenotypic value of a dam measurable only as a 
component part of her offspring's phenotypic value. If there is a negative 
correlation between direct and maternal effects, selection on phenotype is 
difficult (Willham, 1972). 
Kuhlers et al. (1977a) found no maternal or grandmaternal additive 
genetic effects on weight gain. Bereskin (1984) found no significant 
genetic correlation between sow productivity index and daily gain or 
backfat depth. 
Skjervold and Standal (1964) compared performance on test of pigs 
weaned at five or eight weeks of age. Pigs weaned at eight weeks grew more 
rapidly to 20 kg body weight but pigs weaned at five weeks of age grew more 
rapidly on test. Webb and King (1979) compared performance of pigs v/eaned 
at three, five and eight weeks of age. Carcass traits were not influenced 
by weaning age. Growth rates on test increased with increasing age at 
weaning. The authors concluded biased evaluations may result if a wide 
range of weaning practices are used by breeders. 
Standal (1973) found pigs from first female parity litters grew more 
slowly than pigs from later parity litters. Willeke and Richter (1979) 
found pigs from first female parity litters grew more slowly and were 
leaner than pigs from later parity litters. Pigs raised in litters of nine 
or more pigs grew more slowly than pigs raised in smaller litters. 
Van der Steen (1982) standardized litter sizes to six or twelve pigs 
nursed. He concluded gilts from large litters grew more slowly and were 
leaner than gilts raised in small litters. 
McKay and Garnett (1986) concluded crossfostering of piglets from one 
litter to another will not seriously bias performance testing results 
because postnatal effects are minor relative to direct additive genetic 
effects for postweaning growth rate and probe backfat thickness. 
Adjustment Factors 
Swine carcass traits are generally adjusted to a constant body weight 
basis. Daily gain on test may be adjusted for initial weight and final 
weight. Cox (1963) found breed differences in adjustment factors for 
average backfat depth. Bruner and Swiger (1968) found significant sex and 
sex by breed effects in Ohio test station data. They recommend using breed 
specific sex adjustments. Hetzer and Miller (1972) found breed differences 
between daily gain and backfat depth correlations. McKay and Garnett 
(1988) found interactions with breed, season, and sex for the regression of 
probed backfat depth on body weight. Goodwin et al. (1987b) found a 
positive regression of daily gain on test on initial weight in centrally 
tested boars. Goodwin et al. (1987a) found breed, sex and initial weight 
effects on central test station performance but no breed by sex 
interactions. McKay and Rahnefeld (1986) recommend selection on pooled 
parameters over sex rather than separate sex parameters even if genotype by 
sex interactions are found. Weber (1987) recommends uniform adjustment 
factors for all breeds and sexes. 
Breed Differences 
Most current scientific literature compares only the four major US 
swine breeds, Duroc, Hampshire, Landrace and Yorkshire. Durocs grow 
faster, have more backfat (BFIO), more intramuscular fat (RLIPID), better 
tenderness scores and average meat color. Hampshires grow slower, have 
less BFIO, larger loin muscle area (LMA), darker meat color, average RLIPID 
and lower ultimate pH (PH). Landrace have average growth, BFIO, LMA, 
RLIPID and paler meat color. Yorkshires are very similar to the Landrace 
except they have darker meat color. These general characteristics are 
reported by many workers (Jensen et al., 1967; Hiner et al., 1965; Cameron, 
1990; Cox, 1963; Bruner and Swiger, 1968; Barton-Gade, 1990a; Kuhlers, 
1977b; Goodwin et al., 1987a; Hovenier et al., 1993a; Schworer et al., 
1986; Olivier and Sellier, 1982; Garcia et al., 1968; Lo et al., 1992b; Li 
and Kennedy, 1994; Monin and Sellier, 1985). 
The Spot, Berkshire, Chester White and Poland China breeds have not 
been included in recent investigations of carcass, meat and eating quality. 
Chinese breeds have been compared to the four major breeds. The 
Chinese breeds grow more slowly, have much more BFIO, less LMA, good meat 
quality and acceptable eating quality when compared to US breeds (Lan et 
al., 1993; Suzuki et al., 1991; Serra et al., 1992). 
Sex Differences 
Many researchers have found differences between boars, barrows, and 
gilts for production carcass traits. Prescott and Lamming (1964) found 
boars and barrows to be equal in growth but boars were leaner and more 
muscular. Boars have the least BFIO and are equal to gilts in LMA. Gilts 
are slowest growing, are leaner than barrows and have larger LMA than 
barrows. These differences are consistent across breeds (Weber, 1987). 
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Orcutt et al. (1990) found hot carcass weight (CWT), BFIO and LMA 
best predicted lean composition for both gilts and barrows and recommended 
a single prediction equation. Kempster et al. (1986) reported the main 
cause of British butcher and consumer problems were due to extremely lean 
pigs rather than boar-gilt sex differences. 
Wood et al. (1989) found boar-gilt sex differences for fatty acid 
composition of backfat. Skelley and Handlin (1971) found no breed or sex 
differences for sensory panel scores or Warner-Bratzler shear values for 
Duroc, Hampshire, and Poland China breeds. 
Major Genes in Swine Breeding 
The two possible methods of utilizing DNA marker technology are 
marker assisted selection and gene transfer (Sellier, 1994). Three 
advantages of marker assisted selection are accuracy of selection, reduced 
generation interval, and increased intensity of selection. 
Many workers are identifying genetic markers in swine (Rohrer et al., 
1994; Rothschild, 1993). Andersson et al. (1994) used markers on 
chromosome 4 to identify major effects for growth and backfat deposition. 
Pursel et al. (1989) reported successful transfer of growth hormone 
(GH) genes to pigs. The transgenic pigs were leaner but continuous over-
expression of GH resulted in serious pig health problems and impaired 
reproductive performance. Gene transfer is very costly in terms of relaxed 
selection and time needed to integrate new genes into a target population. 
Two major genes with effects upon carcass, meat, and eating quality 
traits in swine have been identified, the rendement Napole (RN) and 
halothane (n) genes. 
RN Gene Effects 
The RN gene was reported by LeRoy et al. (1990). It was described as 
a dominant allele (RN~) and recessive allele (rn"*" ) that is simply 
inherited (one locus). Monin and Sellier (1985) had previously identified 
the effect of the RN" gene as the "Hampshire effect". The effect of the 
RN" allele is to reduce the ultimate pH of all muscles but especially the 
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longissimus dorsi and ham muscles. Very low ultimate pH causes "acid meat" 
that has poor curing and processing characteristics. 
The pH of living muscle is slightly above the neutral point (pH of 
7.2). After slaughter the glycogen reserves in muscle are broken down by 
various enzymes into lactic acid. The pH of the meat falls as lactic acid 
increases (Hofmann, 1988). High levels of muscle glycogen do not determine 
ultimte pH. There seems to be a 'limit' value of 5.4 - 5.5 for longissimus 
dorsi muscle (Monin et al., 1987). 
Meat quality is affected by both the rate and amount of pH fall. 
Very rapid pH fall is associated with pale, soft, exudative (PSE) meat 
which has poor water binding capacity. Muscle proteins are denatured by 
rapid glycolysis while body temperatures are still high. Denatured 
proteins reflect more light than normal meat (Karlsson and Lundstrom, 
1991). Meat that has small changes in pH is often classified as dark, firm 
and dry (DFD). This type of meat has excellent water binding properties 
and darker color but has limited shelf life (Hofmann, 1988). Bendall and 
Swatland (1988) classify pork with pH greater than 6.1 as DFD. 
Bendall and Swatland (1988) listed fifteen potential sources of error 
in measuring meat pH: 
1) use of dirty probe electrodes; 
2) failure to check the pH meter against standard buffers at regular 
intervals; 
3) ' failure to repeat dubious readings; 
4) a subjective bias to read lower pH readings for meat that appears to 
be PSE and vice versa; 
5) failure to compensate for temperature; 
6) measurement of meat pH from samples with temperature differences 
greater than 5°C; 
7) higher variance of measurements made on dry muscles with a high pH; 
8) failure by supervisors to check the repeatability of random batches 
of measurements; 
9) assumption that all portable pH meters and types of pH electrodes 
standardized according to the manufacturers' instructions are equally 
accurate regardless of battery voltage, operating temperature, 
internal condensation on circuit components, static fields between a 
hanging carcass and an ungrounded operator and development of high 
resistance corroded terminals; 
10) failure to check portable pH meters against a proven laboratory 
meter; 
11) failure to measure at sufficient depth within the meat to be sure 
that carcass washing or spray cooling has not altered pH; 
12) obstruction or failure of the KCl reference electrode; 
13) failure to adopt a standard method to deal with instrument warmup 
time, drift and equilibration time; 
14) inadequate washing of the electrode between carcasses; 
15) lack of an international code of practice. 
Monin and Sellier (1985) identified glycolytic potential (GP) of 
muscle as an index related to ultimate pH. The index is calculated as 
GP = 2([glycogen] + [glycogen-6-phosphate] + [glucose]) + [lactic acid] in 
units of nmole per gram of fresh tissue. Bendall and Swatland (1988) 
listed seven causes of muscle glycogen depletion in the pig that may result 
in DFD meat: 
1) lack of food for several days; 
2) violent convulsions (as caused by insulin injections); 
3) strenuous exercise; 
4) muscle tremors (as caused by adrenalin injections); 
5) behavioral response to social conflict; 
6) shivering in cold weather; 
7) transport stress of long duration. 
Monin et al. (1981) found differences in glycolytic potential were 
not associated with ultimate pH but halothane mutant (nn) pigs had more 
rapid glycolysis. 
Breed differences for ultimate pH and glycolytic potential of 
longissimus dorsi are shown in Table 1. 
Sayre et al. (1963) found Hampshires had 2-3 times higher muscle 
glycogen content but only 50% was degraded by glycolysis. The Chester 
White and Poland China pigs degraded 90% of their muscle glycogen. Manners 
(1991) reported human muscle normally has 1% glycogen but there are reports 
Table 1. Breed differences for ultimate pH (ult pH) and glycolytic potential (GP) of longissimus dorsi. 
Lawrie Jensen Hedrick Monin Dazzi Sel1ier Barton Gade 
1962 1967 1968 1985 1987 1988 1990 
Breed ult pH ult pH ult pH ult pH GP ult pH GP ult pH GP ult pH 
Cinta Senese 6.03 4.6 
Duroc 5.46 5.59 5.72 6.6 5.56 
Hampshire 5.33 5.43 5.40 229 5.48 
Belgian Landrace 5.72 7.0 5.86 86 
Italian Landrace 5.92 6.2 
U. S. Landrace 5.44 5.46 
Pietrain 5.45 159 5.68 8.9 5.78 90 
Poland China 5.42 
Spot 5.38 
Yorkshire 5.49 5.47 5.53 136 5.66 8.3 5.86 83 5.47 
Taken from Barton-Gade (1990), Dazzi et al. (1987), Hedrick et al. (1968), Jensen et al. (1967), Lawrie 
and Gatherum (1962), Monin and Sellier (1985) and Sellier et al. (1988). 
of 4-11%. High levels in humans were attributed to the relative absence of 
a glycogen metabolizing enzyme. Lawrie and Gatherum (1962) measured 
ultimate pH and color in ten equidistant positions on the longissimus 
dorsi. There was no difference by position between Landrace and Yorkshire 
breeds. Dazzi et al. concluded breed was as important as GP in determining 
ultimate pH. 
Essen-Gustavson (1985) found Hampshire pigs had higher GP than 
Yorkshires or Landrace. Estrade et al. (1993) found RN~ pigs had 70% more 
muscle glycogen than rn"*" pigs. They calculated GP of 335 for RN" and 187 
for rn"*" pigs. 
Fernandez et al. (1991) reported muscle glycogen binds 2 to 4 g of 
water per g. This extra water would be released during cooking. Hedrick 
et al. (1968) reported meat from Hampshire pigs had greater cooking loss 
than Duroc pig meat. Fjelkner-Modig and Tornberg (1986b) reported muscle 
from Hampshire pigs had 24.5% extracellular fluid and Yorkshire pigs had " 
16.5% extracellular fluid. Estrade et al. (1993) used electron microscopy 
to identify RN genotypes. The RN~ pigs have larger spaces between muscle 
fibers than rn"*" pigs. 
Halothane Gene Effects 
The halothane gene (n) acts additively in three genotypes, normal 
(NN), heterozygote (Nn) and mutant (nn). This gene gets its name from the 
halothane gas used to test pigs for Porcine Stress Syndrome (PSS). Sudden 
death and pale soft exudative (PSE) pork are associated with PSS in pigs. 
Mutant pigs (nn) are susceptible to halothane gas induced malignant 
hyperthermia (MH) (Christian and Mabry, 1989). Christian (1970) described 
the liabilities of PSS/PSE. Zhang et al. (1992) reports the halothane 
locus explains 20-30% of meat quality variation. 
A point'mutation in the ryanodine receptor regulatory region (RYRl) 
of chromosome 6 was found by Fujii et al. (1991). The alteration of C1843 
(cytosine) to T1843 (thymine) in RYRl leads to alteration of arginine 615 
to cysteine 615 which was related to MH susceptibility in five breeds of 
pigs (Fujii et al., 1991). 
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Eikelboom et al. (1980) reported Nn pigs had less backfat than NN 
pigs but gain, length, meat quality index and loin percent were not 
different. Christian and Rothschild (1981) reported Nn pigs produced paler 
meat than NN pig meat. Jones et al. (1988) reported Nn pigs had higher 
yield than NN pigs. Simpson and Webb (1989) calculated economic values for 
carcass traits, meat quality and mortality. The Nn pigs were more 
profitable if there was very little cost assigned to meat quality problems. 
Lundstrom et al. (1989) found NN pigs to have less meat drip loss and 
better meat color than Nn pigs. Murray et al. (1989) reported that NN pigs 
are superior to Nn pigs in meat quality. Aalhus et al. (1991) found Nn 
pigs to be fatter than NN pigs and had no advantage in YIELD. Essen-
Gustavson et al. (1992) reported NN pigs have higher glycogen levels in 
longissimus muscle but there was no difference in ultimate pH between NN 
pigs and Nn pigs. Oliver et al. (1993) reported NN pigs had better meat 
quality than Nn or nn pigs. Pommier et al. (1992) reported Nn pigs had 
higher YIELD than NN pigs. Wilson (1993) found NN pigs had better meat 
color but less YIELD and more BFIO than Nn pigs. Goodwin and Christian 
(1994) report meat quality of NN pigs to be superior to both Nn and nn 
pigs. Louis et al. (1994) found longissimus muscle from Nn pigs had poorer 
color, marbling and firmness scores than muscle from NN pigs. Sehested et 
al. (1988) found both additive and dominance genetic effects of the 
halothane gene. Dominance effects varied by test station. 
Eating Quality Traits 
Consumer satisfaction or eating quality of pork products is the 
ultimate goal of the pork industry. Many investigators in the 1960s 
focused on the intramuscular fat content of the longissimus dorsi as an 
indicator of eating quality (Kauffman et al., 1964; Batcher et al., 1962; 
Carpenter et al., 1961; Garcia et al., 1968; Miner et al., 1965; Murphy and 
Carl in, 1961). Slight advantages for cooked pork juiciness and tenderness 
were associated with greater intramuscular fat content. Newbold and Harris 
(1972) reported a relationship between ultimate pH and pig meat tenderness. 
Table 2 shows breed differences of longissimus dorsi muscle 
intramuscular fat content. 
Table 2. Breed differences in longissimus dorsi intramuscular fat content, %. 
Hiner Jensen Dazzi Barton-Gade Cameron Hovenier Lo 01 iver 
Breed 1965 1967 1987 1990 1990 1992 1992b 1993 
Belgian Landrace 3.6 1.27 
Duroc 7.44 7.03 6.3 2.48 2.08 3.20 4.96 2.89 
Hampshire 4.36 1.52 
Landrace 2.3 1.27 1.16 2.78 1.47 
Pietrain 2.7 1.60 
Poland China 4.32 
Spot 4.27 
Yorkshire / Large White 4.32 3.69 2.9 1.20 1.65 1.62 
Taken from Barton-Gade (1990), Cameron et al. (1990), Dazzi et al. (1987), Hiner et al. (1965), Hovenier 
et al. (1992), Jensen et al. (1967), Lo et al. (1992b), and Oliver et al. (1993). 
European swine breeders intensified selection for lean meat content 
of the carcass during the 1970-1985 period. The genetic correlation of .3 
between carcass backfat thickness and intramuscular fat caused a dramatic 
drop in intramuscular fat content as backfat was reduced. Pork customers 
in Britain (Warkup, 1993) and Denmark (Barton-Gade, 1990b) began to 
complain that pork was dry and tough. 
The reports of Hiner et al. (1955) and Jensen et al. (1967) show the 
relatively high amounts of intramuscular fat in the U. S. swine breeds 
prior to the industry focus on carcass lean. Barton-Gade (1990a), Cameron 
et al. (1990) and Oliver et al. (1993) show the status of current Danish, 
British and Spanish breeds. Kallweit et al. (1992) reports the average 
longissimus intramuscular fat content for seven lines of Dutch Yorkshires 
to be 1.1%. The report of Lo et al. (1992b) reflects current US breeds. 
Barton-Gade and Bejerholm (1985) reported that at least 2% 
intramuscular fat was needed to insure good eating quality of pork loins. 
Bereskin et al. (1974) found no relationship of eating quality with 
intramuscular fat. Ellis et al. (1990) suggested 2.5-3.0% intramuscular 
fat is necessary for good eating quality. Canon (1993) reported moisture 
content may be as important as intramuscular fat for eating quality. 
Genetic Parameters 
Heritabilities (h ) and genetic correlations (rg) for swine 
production traits have been summarized by Olivier and Sellier (1982) and 
Stewart and Schinckel (1989). Meat quality and eating quality traits have 
fewer and more recently published genetic parameters. A summary of more 
recent literature estimates is shown in Table 3. Several of the more 
recent estimates have been calculated with the MTDFREML programs 
distributed by USDA-ARS. Heritabilities of growth, carcass, composition 
and meat quality traits are moderate to highly heritable. Eating quality 
traits are low to moderately heritable. Only Hovenier et al. (1992) 
classified the halothane gene frequency among the test pigs. 
Antagonisms between types of traits was reviewed by Steane (1981). 
Faster growth was antagonistic to larger LMA. Selection for increased 
carcass lean tends to reduce meat quality. 
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Table 3. Summary of literature heritabilities. 
Trait^ No. estimates h2 Range 
ADG 10 .31 .23-.62 
BFIO 10 .57 .47-.76 
CU 1 .33 -
C16 2 .78 .71-.86 
C161 1 .50 -
C18 3 .45 .30-.57 
C181 2 .82 .69-.94 
C182 3 .65 .62-.67 
C204 1 .24 -
CLOSS 2 .09 .06-.11 
INSTRON 3 .19 .17-.25 
JUIC 3 .15 .12-.19 
LENGTH 3 .52 .39-.62 
LMA 5 .65 .47-.84 
LRBF 1 .22 -
MINOLTAP 1 .21 -
PC 6 .29 .11-.37 
PF 3 .30 .21-.30 
PH 8 .20 0 -.39 
PM 3 .26 .16-.35 
RCHOL 1 .32 -
RLIPID 10 .56 .41-.89 
SOUND 1 .34 .2 - .5 
TEND 2 .34 .23-.45 
YIELD 1 .30 -
2 These heritabilities (h ) are averaged from Allen et al. (1966b), Barton-
Gade (1990b), Bryner et al. (1992), Bout et al. (1989), Cameron (1990), 
Cameron (1991), de Vries and van der Wal (1993), Haussmann and Reiser 
(1982), Hovenier et al. (1992), Jeffries and Peterson (1982), Jensen et al. 
(1967), Kemp et al. (1993), Kuhlers and Jungst (1983), Li and Kennedy 
(1994), Lo et al. (1992b), Mrode and Kennedy (1993), Olivier and Sellier 
(1982), Pease et al. (1965), Rothschild (1989), Schworer et al, (1986), 
Schworer et al. (1988), Stewart and Schinckel (1989), Young et al. (1993). 
^ Traits are described in Appendix A. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Data Sources 
The data used in this research were produced by the National Barrow 
Show (NBS) Sire Progeny Test program between March, 1991 and June, 1993, 
This program is managed by the George A. Hormel Co. of Austin, MN in 
cooperation with the Minnesota Pork Producers Association (MPPA), National 
Pork Producers Council (NPPC), National Pork Board (NPB), National 
Association of Swine Records (NASR), Iowa State University (ISU), and the 
University of Minnesota (UMN). The goal of the NBS program is to provide 
pork producers with performance data describing seedstock populations. 
Past NBS programs have concentrated only on growth and carcass 
composition performance. The four NBS Sire Progeny Test groups included in 
this research extended the scope of the program to include meat quality, 
loin muscle composition and eating quality. This program was open to all 
US pure breed or line breeders on a voluntary entry basis. 
Test Protocol and Variable Description 
There are four test groups included in the research; Spring 1991 
(S91), Fall 1991 (F91), Spring 1992 (S92), Spring 1993 (S93). Eight pure 
breeds were represented in at least one group. One hundred thirty five 
breeders from 20 states entered 234 sire progeny groups in these four test 
groups. Only fifteen breeders entered sire groups in more than one breed 
class. Thirty nine breeders entered sire groups in more than one test 
group. Table 4 shows the test group, breed, and test pig distributions. 
All breeders of pure breeds or breeding company lines were invited to 
enter sire progeny groups of eight pigs representing at least three 
litters. Entry requirements were a three generation pedigree for each pig, 
including birthdate, pseudorabies free herd of origin, average pig weight 
of 22 to 30 kg, and castration and tail docking be completed. No more than 
four gilts per sire group were allowed. All pigs in a test group were 
delivered to the central test station on the same day. 
All test groups were tested in the MPPA Swine Testing Station at New 
Ulm, MN. Pigs were penned by breed, sire, and weight in groups 391, F91, 
and S93. The S92 pigs were penned by breed and weight. 
Table 4. Breed distribution by test group. 
S91 F91 S92 S93 Total d 
Breed S^ pC S L P S L P S L P S L P 
Berkshire 6 21 46 5 16 36 3 10 24 3 9 23 16 56 129 
Chester White 12 47 83 1 5 8 5 19 37 0 0 0 17 71 128 
Duroc 13 47 92 14 45 108 12 43 90 7 26 55 45 161 345 
Hampshire 15 53 100 11 43 80 7 24 54 3 11 24 34 131 258 
Landrace 5 17 35 9 32 67 4 12 28 1 4 8 17 65 138 
Poland China 7 29 55 5 19 36 3 10 22 2 7 16 17 65 129 
Spot 11 41 82 6 26 48 8 29 61 0 0 0 25 96 191 
Yorkshire 19 72 139 18 65 136 16 51 114 3 13 24 55 201 413 
226 846 1731 
^ Sires 
Litters 
^ Tested pigs 
The total number of sires accounts for sires that had progeny in several tests. 
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A segregated early weaning (SEW) program (Goodwin, 1992) was used to 
standardize pig health of group S92. These pigs were transported to the 
MPPA SEW station at Waseca, MN at 10-20 days of age. The pigs were moved 
to the New Ulm station when they weighed 20 kg and penned by weight and 
breed. Breeders were allowed to enter eight or nine pigs per sire in this 
test group. 
Representative samples of each breed were desired. However, it must 
be assumed that breeders would enter progeny groups of sires they believed 
were best. Breeders knew that the performance results for leg soundness, 
growth, backfat thickness, longissimus muscle area and carcass length would 
be published. Countering breeder selection pressure was the entry 
requirements of three or more litters born within a short period of time. 
The NBS officials also tended to be late in announcing test station entry 
dates so few 'special' matings could be made for this program. 
There may have been some amount of breeder selection of pigs for the 
published traits with all other traits influenced by their genetic 
correlation to published traits. 
The breeders did not know the test pigs would be classified for 
halothane genotype. 
All test groups were given a ten day acclimation period after 
arriving at the test station to adjust to commingling and transport stress. 
Medications used and treatment protocols were directed by the Swine Vet 
Center of St. Peter, MN. 
Upon completion of the acclimation period all pens of pigs were 
weighed weekly until started on test. Pens of pigs averaging 32 kg were 
started on test (ONWT). When average pig weight exceeded 90 kg, pigs were 
scored for leg structure (STRUC) and leg movement (MOVE) by a panel of five 
breeders and commercial producers led by Dr. Charles Christians of the 
University of MN. The panel used a five point scoring system with 5 being 
best for both STRUC and MOVE. For this research these scores were summed 
to give a leg soundness score (SOUND) with a ten point scale. 
Pigs in groups S91, F91, and S92 were tested in a modified open 
front, partially slotted floor building. Pigs were grouped by breed and 
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weight with 18 to 24 pigs per 2.44 m x 7.63 m pen. Feed was provided 
ad-lib in six-trough self-feeders. 
The S93 group was tested in an enclosed, environmentally controlled, 
solid concrete floored building. Wood shavings were used for bedding. 
Four pigs were grouped by breed, sire and weight in 1.83 m x 3.36 m pens. 
Feed was provided ad lib in single trough self-feeders. 
Pigs in groups S91 and F91 were phase-fed three diets during the test 
period. These diets were corn-soybean meal based with added stabilized 
animal fat. Diets are shown in Appendix B. Crude protein varied from 
16.1% to 15.1%. 
Pigs in groups S92 and S93 were phase-fed five diets during the test 
period. These diets are shown in Appendix B. Diets were corn-soybean meal 
based with added stabilized animal fat. Crude protein varied from 17.7% to 
14.5%. 
Pigs were removed from a test group only when both the attending 
veterinarian and station manager agreed that illness or injury had 
compromised a pig's performance. Any pig removed from growth test was also 
eliminated from any further carcass or meat quality evaluation. 
All pigs weighing more than 103 kg were sent to the Geo. A. Hormel 
Co. packing plant at Austin, MN for carcass evaluation. Pigs were weighed 
and marketed weekly resulting in an average off-test weight (OFFWT) of 105 
kg. Weight gain was divided by days on test to evaluate average daily gain 
(ADG) as g/d. The trait ADG was adjusted to 32 kg ONWT using regression 
coefficients in 'Pork Challenge Results' (Goodwin et al., 1990). 
At the packing plant the head-off hot carcass was weighed (HCW). 
Dressing percent (YIELD) was calculated as HCW divided by OFFWT multiplied 
by 100. The carcasses were quick-chilled immediately after slaughter at 
the Hormel Foods packing plant in Austin, MN. Carcass traits measured 
according to 'Procedures to Evaluate Market Hogs' (NPPC, 1991) were last 
rib midline backfat thickness in mm (LRBF), off-midline tenth rib backfat 
thickness in mm (BFIO), length in cm (LENGTH), longissimus muscle area at 
tenth rib in square cm (LMA), last lumbar midline backfat thickness in mm 
(LLBF), and visual scores of longissimus muscle color (PC), marbling (PM), 
and firmness (PF) at the tenth rib. Traits of PC, PM, PF were scored on a 
five point scale with a 1 score being pale color, devoid of marbling, and 
very soft texture. A score of 5 was dark colored, abundantly marbled and 
very firm textured. A portable instrument, the Minolta Chroma Meter DP-
301, was used in the packing plant to evaluate light reflectance of the 
longissimus muscle at the tenth rib (MINOLTAP). These measurements were 
taken approximately 4 hours after slaughter in a storage cooler maintained 
at 2°C. 
A three rib (tenth to twelfth) section of the longissimus muscle was 
removed from one side of each carcass, identified, and transported to the 
Iowa State University Meat Lab. These samples were individually bagged in 
plastic and kept in refrigerated coolers until processed approximately 24 
hours later. 
The longissimus section was trimmed of bone and fat and sectioned 
into three equal sections. The 11th and 12th rib sections are sent to the 
Food Science Laboratory for sensory testing. The 10th rib section was set 
out, uncovered, with the freshly cut surface up, to allow the sample to 
"bloom". At least ten minutes after the freshly cut surface has been 
exposed to air, color reflectance (MINOLTAL) was measured using the Minolta 
Chroma Meter DP301 set to measure reflectance values. Also at this time 
subjective measures of muscle color (LC), marbling (LM) and firmness (LF) 
were scored on the same 1-5 scale as PC, PM and PF (NPPC, 1991). 
The section was then homogenized in a food processor until finely 
ground and split into two portions. One portion was frozen at -20°C and 
delivered to the Nutritional Physiology Laboratory for lipid assays. The 
other portion was used to measure ultimate pH (PH) by inserting a surface 
probe electrode directly into the ground sample. This portion was then 
frozen at -20°C until used for protein solubility determination (PROT). 
Soluble protein (PROT) was measured using a modified Swedish version 
of a 1957 method of quantitative muscle protein determination by E. 
Helander (1957). The ground muscle sample was thawed and a 1-2 gm sample 
homogenized (biohomogenizer, rotor-stator type) in 25 ml of a chilled 
premixed solution of equal volumes of 1.1 M KI and 0.1 M phosphate buffer 
pH 7.4. The samples were refrigerated overnight to allow both sarcoplasmic 
and myofibrillar proteins to be extracted. The homogenates were then 
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filtered through Whatman No. 114V filter paper and 0.40 ml of filtrate was 
added to 10 ml of biuret reagent. After 30 minutes the color complex that 
forms was read as absorbance at 550 nm. Absorbance/gram of sample was 
calculated by dividing absorbance 550 nm by the weight of the sample. In 
addition, a standard curve was created using varying concentrations of 
bovine serum albumin. Protein is expressed as mg soluble protein per gram 
of ground sample. 
The ISU Nutritional Physiology Laboratory evaluated dry matter 
content in % (RDM), total lipid content in % (RLIPID), cholesterol content 
in mg/100 gm (RCHOL), and fatty acid composition in %, myristic (C14), 
palmitic (C16), palmitoleic (C161), stearic (C18), oleic (C181), linoleic 
(C182), and arachidonic (C204). Fatty acid composition was done only in 
the S91, F91 and S92 groups. 
Longissimus muscle samples entering the Nutritional Physiology 
Laboratory, raw or cooked, were frozen at -20°C. First, the samples were 
logged and prepared for lyophilization which is used to determine dry 
matter and to make uniform evaluation of differing tissues more accurate. 
After lyophilization, the samples were ground with a mortar and pestle to a 
homogeneous powder. The powdered tissue was then capped under nitrogen gas 
to prevent oxidation. To analyze the samples for lipid content, the 
procedure of Bligh and Dyer (1959) was used. 
The lipids from 0.5 g of dry tissue were extracted with 50 volumes of 
a solution of chloroform, methanol and water (1:2:0.8) and the organic 
phase rinsed with a 0.37% KCl three times. The organic phase was then 
filtered from the tissue into pre-weighed vials for gravimetric 
determination of lipid. These lipid extracts were then solvated in a known 
quantity of 2-propanol. An aliquot of the 2-propanol solution was then 
used for enzymatic assay of cholesterol concentration (Sigma Total 
Cholesterol Kit #352-100, a modification of the method of Allain et al. 
(1974)) using an automatic pipetting station, microtiter plates and a 
microtiter plate reader. Standards were prepared from pure crystalline 
cholesterol in a solution of 2-propanol. Fatty acids determination was 
performed using a modification of the method of Lepage and Roy (1986). 
Fatty acids from 100 mg of dry tissue were methylated using a solution of 
methanol, benzene and acetyl chloride. The methyl esters were extracted 
using hexane and were injected onto a packed column in a gas chromatograph. 
Peak identification was verified using a standard mixture from Nu Chek 
Prep, Elysian, Minnesota. 
The longissimus sections from the eleventh and twelfth ribs were 
delivered to the ISU Food Science Laboratory. Both sections from each 
longissimus sample were broiled simultaneously to 71°C in an electric oven 
broiler (210°C). Temperature of each section was individually monitored 
using thermocouples attached to an Omega digital thermometer. A trained 
sensory panel evaluated cooked eleventh rib sections for juiciness (JUIC), 
tenderness (TEND), chewiness (CHEW), and flavor (FLAV) using a score of 1 
to 5. A rating of 1 represented a dry, tough, not chewy, flavorless 
section. A rating of 5 represented a juicy, tender, chewy and flavorful 
section. 
Sensory analysis testing involved the use of at least a four-member, 
highly trained professional sensory panel. Panel member size was 
restricted because only a limited number of adequately sized cubes could be 
removed from one section. Training consisted of approximately 20 hours 
spent presenting the panelists with commercial loin samples that display 
maximum and minimum intensities of juiciness, tenderness, chewiness and 
pork flavor and monitoring individual panelist performance. For this 
research, the broiled loin section used for sensory analysis was cut such 
that 4 or more 1.3 cm cubes were removed from the center of the section. 
Each panelist was presented with 2 cubes for evaluation of juiciness, 
tenderness, chewiness, and P9rk flavor using a five-point category scale. 
The second broiled twelfth rib section was evaluated for instrumental 
texture using a star probe (Oltrogge, 1987) attached to an Instron 
Universal Testing Machine. Tenderness (INSTRON) was evaluated by an 
Instron Universal Testing Machine which measures pressure, in kg, required 
to compress the cooked section. A higher score indicated a tougher 
section. The star probe attachment was used to determine the amount of 
force needed to puncture the section to 80% of the section height. Data 
generated using the star probe has been found in previous ISU Food Science 
Laboratory tests to be more highly correlated with sensory tenderness than 
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data generated using the Warner Bratzler Shear attachment to the Instron. 
After texture evaluation, the section was ground and analyzed for moisture 
concentration (AOAC, 1990). 
Moisture content of the twelfth rib section in % (CMOIS) was 
evaluated by the AOAC Official Methods of Analysis using high temperature, 
short time oven drying. Cooking loss (CLOSS) was measured by weighing both 
sections before and after broiling. Cooking loss is reported as percent 
loss. 
Cooked sample total lipid content in % (CLIPID) and cholesterol 
content in mg/100 gm (CCHOL) were evaluated by the ISU Nutritional 
Physiology Laboratory in the S91, F91 and S92 test groups. 
Some of the longissimus muscle samples (979) from the S91 and F91 
groups were evaluated by the ISU Meats Laboratory for haematin pigment 
(PPM) in parts per million, ppm. The alkaline haematin method (Karlsson 
and Lundstrom, 1991) was used. This method is sensitive to the pH of the 
muscle sample. Some extreme values were generated, both high and low, 
possibly due to pH variations, but all were used in the analysis. 
A summary of all measurements is shown in Appendix A. 
Hampshire Effects on the Quality of Longissimus Dorsi Muscle in the 
1988-1990 WPX Pork Challenge Tests 
The NPPC sponsored market hog evaluation tests, evaluating 2262 pigs, 
in association with the 1988, 1989 and 1990 World Pork Expos. Commercial 
pork producers entered groups of eight pigs (both barrows and gilts) of 
known breed/line parentage. All pigs in these tests were crossbred. Pigs 
were evaluated for growth rate, starting the test weighing 32 kg and 
finishing at 108 kg. All pigs completing the growth rate evaluation were 
slaughtered and carcass measurements of backfat thickness, length, and 
longissimus dorsi muscle area, color, marbling and firmness were taken 
using procedures described in 'Procedures to Evaluate Market Hogs' (NPPC, 
1991). 
Color, marbling and firmness of the longissimus muscle were scored on 
a five point scale. A score of 1 indicates a pale colored, devoid of 
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marbling, very soft textured sample. A score of 5 indicates a dark 
colored, abundantly marbled, very firm textured sample. 
A section of longissimus muscle was taken between the tenth and 
eleventh rib of each carcass. This section was evaluated for color 
reflectance, ultimate pH, total lipid content, protein solubility, and 
cholesterol content at the Iowa State University Animal Breeding 
Laboratory. 
Detailed test protocols are reported in Pork Challenge Results 
(Goodwin et al., 1990). 
The Pork Challenge Test data was evaluated to investigate the effects 
of Hampshire ancestry on the ultimate pH, color score, and firmness score 
of longissimus muscle. Monin and Sellier (1985) reported that pigs with 
Hampshire ancestry produced meat with low ultimate pH, resulting in 
economic losses to meat processors. LeRoy et al. (1990) suggested a major 
gene (RN) was responsible for lower ultimate pH and that the Hampshire 
population has a high frequency of the dominant allele RN~. Pork Challenge 
Test data has not been evaluated for breed effects, specifically Hampshire, 
on ultimate pH. Sire and dam lines were classified as having either 
Hampshire genetic base (H) or no Hampshire genetic base (N). The Pork 
Challenge Test pigs were not classified by halothane genotype. Table 5 
shows the distribution of pigs by Hampshire ancestry. 
Table 5. Distribution of Pork Challenge Test pigs by Hampshire ancestry. 
Sire line of test pigs 
No Hampshire 
Hampshi re 
Dam 1ine of test pigs 
No Hampshire Hampshire 
493 
1109 
246 
414 
There were 493 tested pigs with no Hampshire ancestry, 1355 pigs with 
one parent of Hampshire ancestry and 414 pigs with both parents having 
Hampshire ancestry. 
The Hampshire ancestry of the Pork Challenge Test sire and dam lines 
is shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Hampshire ancestry of the 1988-1990 Pork Challenge Test pigs, 
H = Hampshire and N = No Hampshire. 
Line Sire line Dam line H N 
Babcock dam" / / 
Babcock sire / / 
Berkshire / / 
Berkshire-Landrace / / 
Chester White / / / 
Chester White-Yorkshire 
DeKalb 77^. 
/ / 
/ / 
DeKalb sow / / 
Duroc / / / 
Duroc-Berkshire / / 
Duroc-Hampshire F, 
Duroc-Landrace 
/ / / 
/ / 
Duroc-Landrace-Chester White / / 
Duroc-Yorkshire-Landrace / / 
Farmers Hybrid*" / / / 
CIS Black / / 
Hampshire / / / 
Hampshire-Landrace / / 
Hampshire-Yorkshire / / 
Landrace / / / 
Landrace-Chester White / / 
Lucie Hybrid® 
PIC H-Y"^. 
/ / / 
/ / 
PIC L-26; / / 
PIC Camb^ . / / 
PIC Camb-15^ / / 
Poland China / / / 
Spot / / / 
Spot-Farmers Hybrid / / 
White Line / / 
Yorkshire / / / 
Yorkshire-Berkshire / / 
Yorkshire-Duroc / / 
Yorkshire-Hampshire-Duroc / / 
Yorkshire-Landrace F, 
Yorkshire-Landrace-Duroc 
/ / 
/ / 
Yorkshire-Landrace-Hampshire / / 
Yorkshire-Poland China / / 
a Lines from Babcock Swine Breeders 
b Lines from DeKalb Swine Breeders 
c Lines from Farmers Hybrid Co. 
d Lines from Genetic Improvement Services 
e Lines from LUEMRO Co. 
f Lines from Pig Improvement Co. 
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Statistical Models 
There are six statistical models used to evaluate data in this 
dissertation. The traits BFIO, LRBF, LLBF, LMA and LENGTH were adjusted to 
a 105 kg pig weight basis for all models (Weber, 1987). 
Model [1] is a fixed effects model that includes the effects of four 
test groups (TEST), two sexes (SEX), two halothane genotypes (GENES), seven 
breeds (BREED), sires within breeds (SIRES), and all interactions of SEX, 
GENES, and BREED. 
The PROC GLM (General Linear Model) program (SAS, 1990b) was used for 
this analysis. The SIRES mean square was used to test the BREED mean 
square. All other effects were tested with the error mean square. Chester 
White pigs were excluded from this analysis because only one halothane 
genotype (NN) was represented. This model was used to determine whether 
there were differences between b ads. Results are shown in the Table 12 
BREED column. 
Model [2] is a fixed effects model that includes the effects of four 
test groups (TEST), two sexes (SEX), two halothane genotypes (GENES), seven 
breeds (BREED), and all interactions of SEX, GENES, and BREED. Chester 
White pigs were excluded from this analysis. 
The PROC GLM program (SAS, 1990b) was used for this analysis. All 
effects except BREED were tested with the error mean square. Model [1] 
results were used to determine significant BREED differences. Least 
squares means and their standard errors resulting from this model are shown 
in Tables 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20. 
Heritabilities, genetic and environmental correlations, additive 
genetic variances and covariances, and environmental variances and 
covariances were estimated using the mixed model multiple trait derivative 
free restricted maximum likelihood (MTDFREML) computer programs (Boldman et 
al., 1993) on a Vincent workstation at Iowa State University. 
Model [3] is a MTDFREML animal model (animal is a random effect) with 
fixed effects of two sexes (SEX), eight breeds (BREED), two halothane 
genotypes (GENES) and four test groups (TEST), An uncorrelated random 
effect of pig birth litter (LITTER) was included when estimating all single 
trait heritabilities. Since LITTER had no variance for any trait it was 
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dropped from Model [3] when covariances were estimated. The traits 
evaluated in this research are body composition traits where effect of 
LITTER would be expected to be small. 
The estimates of additive genetic variances (V^) and environmental 
variances (V^) resulting from the single trait analyses were used as priors 
for iteration during the estimation of covariances between traits. All 
covariances between traits were estimated pairwise since the MTDFREML 
programs run much more efficiently with two traits than three traits 
(Nelder and Mead, 1965). 
-Q 
Recommended convergence criterion of l.E for the variance of 
simplex function values was used for all estimation. All individual models 
were run on the workstation at least twice with the preceding estimates as 
iteration priors for a 'cold restart'. 
Doing estimation two traits at a time resulted in several (2 to 18) 
estimates of genetic and environmental variances for most traits. These 
estimates were produced by recommended MTDFREML procedures but vary due to 
different missing data between pairs of traits. The reported 
heritabilities, additive genetic variances and environmental variances are 
the mean values of all estimates of variances. No standard errors of the 
genetic parameters are available. Results of Model [3] are in Tables 21, 
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30. 
Model [4] is a fixed effects model used to estimate the effects of 
Hampshire ancestry of the Pork Challenge Test pigs for the traits of 
ultimate pH, color score and firmness score. A PROC GLM (SAS, 1990b) model 
including the fixed effects of three test years and three Hampshire 
ancestry groups was used. Both year and Hampshire ancestry effects were 
tested with the error mean square. Distribution of Hampshire ancestry 
groups is shown in Table 5. Results of Model [4] are shown in Table 9. 
Model [5] is a fixed effects model used to estimate effects of sire 
line by dam line Hampshire ancestry interactions in the Pork Challenge Test 
pigs for ultimate pH. A PROC GLM (SAS, 1990b) model including the effects 
of three test years (YEAR), sixteen sire lines (Sire line), two dam genetic 
backgrounds (Dam genetic background) and the interaction of Sire line and 
Dam genetic background was used to evaluate ultimate pH. All effects 
except Sire line were tested with the error mean square. The model effects 
are shown in Table 10. This model, with the added effect of sires within 
Sire line, was used to test the Sire line means square with the sires 
within Sire line mean square. Sire line differences were significant in 
this prior model. Least squares means and their standard errors for Sire 
line by Dam genetic background from Model [5] are shown in Table 11. 
Model [6] is a fixed effects model used to evaluate pigment content 
(PPM) of the longissimus muscle. Only 979 pigs were evaluated for PPM 
during the S91 and F91 tests groups. Halothane genotype classification was 
completed for 742 of the 979 pigs. A PROC GLM (SAS, 1990b) model including 
the fixed effects of two seasons (TEST), two sexes (SEX), eight breeds 
(BREED), and the interactions of SEX and BREED was used to evaluate PPM. 
All effects were tested with the error mean square. No effect showed 
significant differences. Results of Model [6] are shown in Table 12. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Discovery of a mutation at base 1843 of the ryanodine receptor gene 
(RYRl) (Fujii, 1991) led to a direct test for the genotype of pigs. This 
major gene, often called the halothane (HAL) gene, has been associated with 
Porcine Stress Syndrome (PSS) and poor meat quality. Pigs from the S91, 
F91, S92 and S93 groups were classified by Dr. Charles Louis at the 
University of Minnesota for HAL genotype. Normal pigs have the NN 
genotype, heterozygote pigs have genotype Nn and homozygous mutant pigs 
have genotype nn. Research using only classified pigs was completed to 
evaluate the effect of the gene on all measured traits. There were only 16 
homozygous mutant pigs so that class was dropped from the analysis. 
Chester White pigs were dropped from the HAL analysis because all were of 
the NN genotype. The comparison of normal (NN) versus heterozygous (Nn) 
pigs is of interest to the pork industry since the HAL gene increases lean 
content of carcasses but muscle quality effects are being debated. Table 7 
shows the breed, sex, and genotype frequencies of pigs used Models [1] and 
[ 2 ] .  
Table 7. Breed, sex, and halothane genotype of test pigs. 
Breed barrows qilts Normal (NN) Heterozygote (Nn) Total 
Berkshire 64 47 84 27 111 
Duroc 196 106 286 16 302 
Hampshire 125 100 208 17 225 
Landrace 65 54 106 13 119 
Poland China 54 38 30 62 92 
Spot 101 64 137 28 165 
Yorkshire 227 137 346 18 364 
1378 
% 60 40 87 13 100 
Halothane genotype frequency for all breeds is shown in Table 8. 
Some test pigs were excluded from the research due to missing records for 
some traits. Some pigs were not classified by genotype due to lost or 
spoiled tissue samples. These nonclassified pigs were included only in 
Model [6]. 
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Table 8. Number of pigs by halothane genotype; Normal (NN), Heterozygotes 
(Nn) and Mutant (nn). 
Breed NN Nn nn Total piqs^ HAL, n%^ 
Berkshire 84 27 1 112 13.0 
Chester White 101 0 0 101 0 
Duroc 286 16 0 302 2.6 
Hampshire 208 17 0 225 3.8 
Landrace 106 13 1 120 6.3 
Poland China 30 62 13 105 41.9 
Spot 137 28 1 166 9.0 
Yorkshire 346 18 0 364 2.5 
1298 181 16 1495 7.1 
® Pigs typed per test were S91 - 409 of 632, F91 - 509 of 519, S92 - 430 of 
430, and S93 - 147 of 150. 
Frequency of the Mutant allele (n). 
Table 9 shows longissimus muscle from pigs with no Hampshire ancestry 
have higher ultimate pH, darker color and a firmer texture. These results 
are consistent with LeRoy et al. (1990) who attributed the Hampshire effect 
of lower ultimate pH to a major gene, RN~. Table 10 shows Model [5] 
effects. 
Table 9. Least squares means and standard errors for Hampshire ancestry 
effects on ultimate pH, longissimus muscle color and firmness scores 
estimated by model [4]. 
Hampshire ultimate Firmness Color No. 
ancestry pH Score Score Pigs 
pH (1-5) (1-5) 
None 5, ,776 ± .010^ 2 .45 ± .02^ 2, 57 ± .02^ 493 
One parent 5, ,655 ± .006^ 2 .35 ± .01 2, .48 ± .01 1355 
Both parents 5, 680 + .Oll'^ 2 .36 ± .03 2, .46 + .02 414 
Means with different superscripts are statistically different (P < .05). 
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Table 10. Model [5] effects and degrees of freedom for analysis of ultimate 
pH, longissimus dorsi color and firmness scores of the 1988-1990 Pork 
Challenge Test pigs. 
Effect Degrees of freedom Pr > F 
Year 2 .1131 
Sire line 15 .0001 
Dam genetic background 1 .3949 
Sire line by dam genetic background 8 .0016 
Least squares means and standard errors for sire line by dam genetic 
background interactions are reported in Table 11. 
The Hampshire effect on ultimate pH seems consistent. This is 
somewhat surprising since the Hampshire parentage of the test pigs probably 
varies between 8 and 50%. The RN~ gene may be linked to some selected 
trait to remain in these populations through several generations. The 
Berkshire sired pigs produced meat that had a higher ultimate pH. A 
significant interaction between the Yorkshire sire line and dam genetic 
background was found. Yorkshire sired pigs from dams with Hampshire 
ancestry produced muscle with lower ultimate pH than muscle from Yorkshire 
sired pigs from dams with no Hampshire ancestry. 
Significance of Model [2] effects are shown in Table 12. Least 
squares means for sex effects are in Table 13. The barrow-gilt differences 
for growth, carcass and meat quality traits are consistent with those found 
by Goodwin et al. (1990). Cameron and Enser (1991) reported sex 
differences of fatty acid composition between boars and gilts. 
Barrows grew faster and had more BFIO, less LMA, shorter carcasses, 
paler muscle by MINOLTAP and MINOLTAL, and more RLIPID than gilts. There 
was no difference for PH or sensory panel scores of JUIC, TEND, CHEW and 
FLAV but barrows produced more tender pork than gilts as measured by 
INSTRON. 
Least squares means for halothane genotype effects are shown in 
Table 14. The differences between halothane genotypes NN and Nn have not 
been reported in the literature for any sizable project. Wilson (1993) 
reported NN pigs grew faster and had more BFIO than Nn pigs. The results 
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Table 11. Sire line by dam genetic background interaction least squares 
means and standard errors estimated with Model [5] for ultimate pH of the 
1988-1990 Pork Challenge Test pigs. 
Genetic 
Sire Background^ Ultimate No. 
1 ine Sire Dam gH pigs 
Babcock H N 5.619 + .026 68 
Babcock H H 5.704 + .054 16 
DeKalb 77 H N 5.652 + .015 197 
DeKalb 77 H H 5.582 ± .045 23 
Duroc-Hampshire H N 5.632 + .016 177 
Duroc-Hampshire Fj H H 5.719 + .081 7 
Farmers Hybrid H H 5.696 ± .013 272 
GIS B1ack 1ine + H N 5.683 + .032 45 
Hampshire H N 5.627 + .013 269 
Hampshire H H 5.561 + .036 36 
Lucie Hybrid H H 5.650 + .028 60 
PIC H-Y H N 5.674 + .017 155 
PIC L-25 H N 5.683 + .015 198 
Berkshire N N 5.841 + .019 124 
Chester White N N 5.901 + .076 8 
Chester White N H 5.718 + .076 8 
Duroc N N 5.726 + .015 208 
Duroc N H 5.704 + .023 88 
Landrace N N 5.518 + .081 7 
' Landrace N H 5.599 + .059 13 
Poland China N N 5.817 + .026 70 
Poland China N H 5.797 + .046 22 
Spot N H 5.678 + .054 16 
Yorkshire N N 5.783 + .025 76 
Yorkshire N H 5.633 + .021 99 
® H = Hampshire ancestry, N = no Hampshire ancestry 
Pairs of means with superscripts are different (P < .05) from other pairs 
of means. 
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Table 12. Fixed effect analysis of growth, carcass, meat quality, 
composition and eating quality traits estimated by Model [2]. 
SEX by SEX by GENES SEX by BREED SIRE 
Effect N TEST SEX GENES GENES BREED BREED by BREED by GENES (BREED) 
SOUND 1475 * * 
ADG 1479 * • * * 
BFIO 1478 •k •k * + * + * 
LRBF 1476 •k -k * k * 
LLBF 1476 •k k * * * 
LMA 1478 k * * * 
LENGTH 1476 -k •k + * * 
YIELD 1476 -k * + * 
PPM^ 979 + * 
MINOLTAP 1477 k * * * * * 
PC 1478 * * * •k 
PM 1478 * * •k 
PF 1478 * * k * * •k 
MINOLTAL 1478 •k * * * •k 
LC 1478 * * * 
LM 1478 * * + * * 
LF 1478 * * * 
PH 1362 •k * * * 
PROT 1329 •k + * * * * 
RDM 1448 + * •k 
RLIPID 1448 • * * * 
RCHOL 1438 •k + + * 
CLIPID 1294 k k * * * 
CCHOL 1293 + + * 
C14 1479 * * k * * * * 
C16 1312 * * * * k * 
C161 1479 * k * • * * 
C18 1312 k * * 
C181 1312 * k * * * * 
C182 1312 * k * * + + •k 
C204 1479 * k * *• * k 
INSTRON 1453 * k * * * •k 
CMOIS 1434 * k * •k 
CLOSS 1460 -k k •k 
JUIC 1442 + k + * 
TEND 1442 * + k 
CHEW 1442 4- * •k 
FLAV 1442 * k k 
* P < .05 + P <  . 1 0  
^ Effects on pigment (PPM) were estimated by Model [6]. 
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Table 13. Barrow-gilt sex differences for growth, carcass, meat quality, 
composition and eating quality traits. 
Effect Barrow a Gilt^ 
L 
Difference Difference^ 
SOUND, (MO) 6.801 ± .065 6.813 ± .077 .012 .04 
ADG, g/d 758.51 ± 5 .30 724.93 ± 6 .26 43.58* 39.3 
BFIO, mm 28.156 + .348 23.171 ± .411 4.985* 5.3 
LRBF, mm 32.405 ± .325 29.417 + .385 2.988* 2.98 
LLBF, mm 
LMA, cm 
33.862 ± .372 30.925 ± .439 2.937* 3.32 
35.293 ± .303 39.859 ± .358 4.576* 4.27 
LENGTH, cm 79.164 ± .125 80.216 ± .148 1.052* 1.06 
YIELD, % 71.895 ± .118 72.512 + .140 .617* .48 
PPM, ppm 4169.9 +94 .4 4065.1 ±99 .4 104.8 65.3 
MINOLTA?, % 24.470 ± .255 23.296 + .300 1.174* .78 
PC, (1-5) 2.769 ± .031 2.815 ± .037 .046 .03 
PM, (1-5) 2.586 ± .035 2.534 ± .042 .052 .10 
PF, (1-5) 2.623 ± .033 2.659 ± .039 .035 0 
MINOLTAL, % 22.909 ± .215 21.254 + .253 1.555* 1.43 
LC, (1-5) 2.568 ± .037 2.536 ± .043 .032 .08 
LM, (1-5) 2.615 ± .034- 2.615 ± .041 .001 .05 
LF, (1-5) 2.490 + .037 2.480 + .043 .010 0 
PH, pH 5.712 + .013 5.701 + .015 .011 0 
PROT, mg/g .0722± .0008 .0744+ .0009 .0022+ .0017 
RDM, % 27.407 ± .098 27.127 ± .117 .280+ .25 
RLIPID, % 3.245 + .054 2.556 ± .075 .689* .52 
RCHOL, mg/lOOg 59.097 ± .610 59.763 ± .725 .666 .54 
CLIPID, % 3.578 ± .084 2.838 ± .099 .740* .59 
CCHOL, mg/lOOg 92.835 ± 1 .224 90.749 + 1 .430 2.086 3.25 
C14, % .9652+ .0137 .8557+ .0162 .1095* .09 
C16, % 24.9863+ .0731 23.8475± .0836 1.1388* .90 
C161, % 3.1291+ .0426 2.9821± .0503 .1470* .15 
CIS, % 12.7323+ .0598 12.3945± .0584 .3378* .23 
C181, % 46.2338+ .1457 45.3804± .1567 .8534* .76 
C182, % 8.1288+ .1304 9.8994+ .1491 1.7706* 1.41 
C204, 7o 1.4479+ .0557 2.2562± .0657 .8083* .76 
INSTRON, kg 6.124 + .063 6.516 ± .074 .392* .33 
CMOIS, % 64.480 + .158 65.304 ± .187 .824* .51 
CLOSS, % 25.977 + .356 24.360 + .423 1.517* .84 
JUIC, (1-5) 3.059 + .045 3.144 + .053 .085 .06 
TEND, (1-5) 3.184 + .039 3.134 + .046 .050 .10 
CHEW, (1-5) 2.840 + >038 2.901 ± .045 .061 .11 
FLAV, (1-5) 2.272 + .012 2.199 ± .014 .073 .03 
* = P < .05 + = p < .10 
? Least squares means and standard errors. 
Differences between estimates from Model [2]. 
^ Differences between estimates from Model [3], no statistical tests were 
done on these differences. 
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Table 14. Differences between normal halothane genotype (NN) and 
heterozygous halothane genotype (Nn) pigs. 
Normal" Heterozygous^ T 7 
Effect (NN) (Nn) Difference Difference 
SOUND, (1-10) 6. 927 + 044 6. 687 + 090 .240 .15 
ADG, g/d 750. 10 + 3 62 733. 45 + 7 36 26.65* 18 .6 
BFIO, mm 26. 683 + 237 24. 643 + 483 2.04* 1 .87 
LRBF, mm 31. 190 222 30. 632 + 452 .558 .57 
LLBF, mm 
LMA, cm 
33. 117 ± 253 31. 670 + 516 1.447 1 .15 
35 966 ± 207 39. 195 + 421 3.229* 2 .65 
LENGTH, cm 79 827 ± 085 79.553 + 174 .274 -
YIELD, % 71 971 ± 081 72. 435 + 164 .464* .40 
MINOLTAP, % 22 667 ± 173 25. 099 + 354 2.432* 2 .52 
PC, (1-5) 2 971 ± 021 2 613 + 044 .358* .37 
PM, (1-5) 2 700 ± 024 2 421 + 049 .279* .29 
PF, (1-5) 2 840 ± 023 2 441 ± 046 .399* .43 
MINOLTAL, % 21 404 ± 146 22 759 ± 298 1.355* 1 .43 
LC, (1-5) 2 699 ± 025 2.405 ± 051 .294* .25 
LM, (1-5) 2 764 ± 023 2 467 ± 048 .297* .27 
LF, (1-5) 2 680 ± 025 2.290 ± 051 .390* -
PH, pH 5 719 ± 010 5 694 ± 017 .025 -
PROT, mg/g .0771+ 0005 0695± 0010 .0076* .0075 
RDM, % 27 318 ± 067 27 216 ± 137 .102 .09 
RLIPID, % 3 .115 ± 043 2 685 ± 089 .430* .41 
RCHOL, mg/lOOg 59 807 ± 415 59 053 ± 853 .754 .64 
CLIPID, % 3 .380 ± 058 3 037 ± 117 .343* .33 
CCHOL, mg/lOOg 92 .624 ± 833 90 961 ±1 688 1.663 .78 
CU, % .9312+ 0093 8897+ 0190 .0415 .03 
C15, % 24 .5868+ 0498 24 2470+ 0992 .3398* .28 
C151, % 3 .0801+ 0291 3 0311± 0592 .0490 .04 
C18, % 12 .6356+ 0408 12 4912+ 0812 .1444 .09 
C181, % 46 .1922+ 0993 45 4150+ 1977 .7842* .80 
C182, % 8 .5764± 0889 9 4519+ 1769 .8755* .80 
C204, % 1 .6757+ 0379 2 0284+ 0773 .3527* .36 
INSTRON, kg 6 .153 ± 042 6 487 + 087 .334* .28 
CMOIS, % 64.989 ± 107 64 795 + 219 .194 .21 
CLOSS, % 24 .975 ± 241 25 362 + 498 .387 .30 
JUIC, (1-5) 3 .171 ± 030 3 032 + 063 .139* .12 
TEND, (1-5) 3 .203 ± 026 3 115 + 054 .088 .06 
CHEW, (1-5) 2 .846 ± 026 2 895 + 053 .049 .06 
FLAV, (1-5) 2 .256 ± 008 2 215 + 017 .041* .04 
* = P < .05 + = p < .10 
? Least squares means and standard errors. 
Differences between estimates from Model [2]. 
^ Differences between estimates from Model [3], no statistical tests were 
done on. these differences. 
for meat quality traits are consistent with the several small projects 
reported by Christian and Rothschild (1981) and Goodwin and Christian 
(1994). 
Most studies of halothane genotype divide pigs into halothane 
reactors (Mutant genotype, nn) and nonreactors (Normal and Heterozygote 
genotypes, NN and Nn). This research shows the differences between the NN 
and Nn genotype pigs. 
More researchers will use the DNA probe test (Fuiji, 1991) to 
classify test animals in the future. The results in Table 14 indicate the 
Nn genotype is inferior for meat quality and eating quality traits, 
producing a paler MINOLTAL, tougher INSTRON and less JUIC. The Nn genotype 
also grows slower and has less BFIO. 
The US pork producer must decide whether to try to manage the Nn 
genotype market hog. Lean premiums for reduced backfat of market hogs 
would probably not balance the slower growth and lower meat quality of the 
Nn genotype pig. 
Breed differences of SOUND are shown in Table 15 although all seven 
breeds had acceptable (> 5) scores. No difference was found for ADG which 
is not consistent with the usual finding of Duroc superiority (Steane, 
1986). Hampshires had the least BFIO and the most LMA. Landrace had the 
longest carcasses. 
Breed differences of meat quality traits are shown in Table 16. 
Landrace have a very high MINOLTAP, indicating pale meat. 
The low ultimate pH of the Hampshire longissimus muscle supports the 
hypothesis of Monin and Sellier (1985) for a Hampshire effect of low 
ultimate pH. Results in Table 9 also support this hypothesis. The 
longissimus muscle from Berkshire pigs showed a high ultimate pH that 
mirrors the Hampshire effect. Results in Table 11 also indicate Berkshire 
sired pigs produce muscle that has a higher ultimate pH. LeRoy et al. 
(1990), proposed a single locus gene with dominant allele RN~ and recessive 
allele rn"*" was responsible for high glycolytic potential and low ultimate 
pH. There may be a related genetic effect causing high ultimate pH of 
Berkshire longissimus muscle. 
Table 15. Breed differences of growth and carcass traits estimated from Model [2]. Least squares means 
and standard errors. 
BREED SOUND 
(1-10) 
ADG 
g/d 
BFIO 
mm 
LRBF 
mm 
LLBF 
mm 
LMA 
cm 
LENGTH 
cm 
YIELD 
% 
Berkshire 6. .55'^ 743 .8 27 .496^ 32 .090 33 .SSB'' 34 .492^ 79 .777*^ 72 .62 
+ , 
.12 ± 9 .6 ±  .630 + .590 + .673 + .549 + .227 ± .21 
Duroc 7, .00® 773 .1 25 .587'' 30 .875 31 .229® 35 .384^^ 79 .587*^ 71 .38 
+ , 
.14 ±11. 4 + .750 + .702 ± ,  .801 ± .654 + , .270 ± .  26 
Hampshire 6. .87®'' 714. 8 21 .363® 30 .180 29. 880® 44 .701® 78. ,555^ 72. ,69 
+ , 13 ±10. 9 ± .715 + .670 + , .764 ±  .623 +, .258 ± .  ,24 
Landrace 6. 758. ,4 25, .059'' 28 .816 30. 751® 37 .915*' 81. ,500® 72. ,30 
+ , 16 ±12. ,7 i. ,835 + .783 +, .893 ± .729 + , 301 + . 28 
Poland China 6, ,57^^ 758. 3 26. .955'''^ 31 .375 34. ,605''^ 37, .015'''^ 79. 229cd 72. ,25 
±. 13 ±10. ,1 + , 663 ± .  621 ± .  ,709 ± ,  .578 ±. ,239 ±. ,23 
Spot 7. ,09® 743. ,9 27, ,937^^ 32, .865 35. ,754^ 36 .987*^^ 78. ,767^ 72. ,01 
+ . ,12 ±9. ,4 ±, ,618 ±, .579 + , 660 ± ,  .539 ±. ,223 ±. ,21 
Yorkshire 7. ,04® 735. 2 25. ,236*' 30, .175 30, ,949® 36, .572''^ 80. ,418'' 72. 17 
+ . 13 ±10. 5 ±. ,688 ±, .644 +. ,734 ±, ,599 ±. 248 ±. 23 
Means with different superscripts are statistically different (P < .05). 
Table 16. Breed differences of meat quality traits estimated from Model [2]. Least squares means and 
standard errors. 
BREED PPM MINOLTAP PC PM PF MINOLTAL LC LM LF PH PROT 
ppm % (1-5) (1-5) (1-5) % (1-5) (1-5) (1-5) pH mg/g 
Berkshire 4476 21 .20^ 3 .03^ 2 .83^ 2 .94^ 19.83^ 2 .89'^ 3.04*^ 2 .86^ 5 .92® .0809® 
±189 + .46 ± .06 + .06 + .06 ±.39 + .07 ±.06 ± .07 + .02 + .0016 
Duroc 4373 22 24cd 2 99cd 2 .90^ 2 .83^^^ 21.20^ 2 .90^ 3.07^ 2 .81^ 5 .72'' .0763^^ 
±149 + .56 + .07 + .08 + , .07 ±.46 + .08 ±.07 + .08 + .03 + .0017 
Hampshire 4261 22 .67^ 2 .81^^ 2 .52^^ 2, .65^^^ 21.07^ 2 .38® 2.50'' 2 .45b 5 .53^ .0733''^ 
±155 + .52 ±, .06 + , .07 + , 07 ±,44 + , .08 ±.07 ±, .08 + , .02 + .0015 
Landrace 3973 27 .81® 2, .36® 2, .19® 2. ,20® 25.13® 2. .20® 2.17® 2 .04® 5, ,65^^ .0650^ 
±205 + .61 + , .08 + , .09 + , 08 ±.52 ±, .09 ±.08 + .09 ± .  03 + .0017 
Poland China 3773 23 2, 9lCd 2, ,49*^ 2. 81^^ 22.22''^ 2, ,69'' 2.67'' 2 .50'' 5, ,72'' .0749^"^ 
±187 + , .48 + , 06 + , .07 + , 06 ±.41 + , .07 ±.07 + .07 + , .02 ± .0016 
Spot 4142 24, .96^ 2, 68^ 2, 43^ 2. ,50^^ 22.85'' 2, .40® 2.54'' 2 5 .0710^ 
±188 ± .  45 ±. ,06 ±, 06 ± .  ,06 + .38 ±, 07 ±.06 + .07 + , .02 ± .0013 
Yorkshire 3979 24, ,62'' 2. ,76^'^ 2. ,56'' 2. ,56b ZZ.ZJ^ 2. .39® 2.32®*' 2, .38*^ 5, ,72'' 0
 0
 
±111 ±, 50 ±. ,06 ±. ,07 + . 07 + .42 ± .  ,07 ±.07 + , .07 + , 02 + .0014 
Means  w i th  d i f f erent  superscr ip t s  are  s ta t i s t i ca l ly  d i f f erent  (P  <  . 05 ) .  
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Several researchers (Chizzolini et al., 1993a; Hofmann, 1988) 
recommend PH as an excellent indicator of meat quality. More research in 
the area of breed effects, glycolytic potential and ultimate pH may prove 
fruitful. 
Breed differences of longissimus dorsi composition are shown in 
Table 17. Breed differences for RLIPID are very consistent with published 
estimates, especially the high levels of the Duroc breed. All breeds' 
RLIPID is above the 2% minimum level recommended for acceptable eating 
quality (Barton-Gade and Bejerholm, 1985). This makes it difficult to find 
increased eating quality due to increased RLIPID in this research. The 
Danish (Barton-Gade, 1990b) and British (Cameron et al., 1990) breeds have 
much lower RLIPID levels so improvements in eating quality of these breeds 
may be more closely related to increasing RLIPID levels. 
Breed differences of longissimus dorsi eating quality traits are 
shown in Table 18. Berkshire p.igs produced the most tender (low INSTRON) 
and TEND meat. These results support the influence of higher ultimate pH 
on eating quality, at least when the RLIPID content is above 2%. 
Longissimus muscle from Hampshire pigs also had high TEND scores with a 
very low ultimate pH, however. Tenderness may be controlled by different 
mechanisms in different breeds. 
Breed by sex interaction means are shown in Table 19. Duroc and 
Hampshire barrows are not different from gilts for LRBF. The interactions 
for PF, C14, C16, C161 and C204 cannot be readily explained. 
Breed by halothane genotype interaction means are shown in Table 20. 
The Berkshire and Duroc Nn genotype pigs did not produce meat that was 
paler (lower MINOLTAP, PC) or less firm (PF) than the NN genotype pigs. 
Duroc Nn genotype pigs produced much tougher (higher INSTRON) meat than 
Duroc NN genotype pigs. The ability of Berkshires and Durocs to mitigate 
some of the undesirable properties of the Nn genotype may allow producers 
to take advantage of the greater lean content of the Nn genotype pigs. The 
poor eating quality of the Duroc Nn genotype does discourage use of the 
halothane gene in Durocs. There appears to be an interaction between 
ultimate pH and the Hampshire effect because Hampshire Nn genotype pigs 
Table 17. Breed differences of longissimus dorsi composition traits estimated by Model [2]. Least 
squares means and standard errors. 
BREED RDM. RLIPID RCHOL CLIPID CCHOL C14 C16 C151 CIS C181 C182 C204 
% % mg/lOOg % mg/lOOg % % % % % % % 
Berkshire 26.93^^ 3. 09*' 57 .4 3. ,37*' 88 .1 1 .026® 25. .35® 3 .415® 12 .65" 44 94cd 8. .31'' 1.742" 
±.18 ±. 11 ±1 .10 + , 18 ±2 .56 + .025 ± .  15 + .077 + .12 + .29 ±, .26 ±.101 
Duroc 27.87® 4. 06® 50 .6 4. 79® 92 .3 1 .094® 25. 64® 3 .167'' 13 .31® 46. .32'' 6. ,97® 1.150® 
+ .21 + . 14 ±1 .33 + . 19 ±2 .76 + .029 +. 17 + .092 + .14 + , .33 + . ,30 ±.120 
Hampshire 26.70^ 2. 52^ 64 .6 2. 75^^ 98 .5 .786^ 23. 45^ 3 .086'' 11 .74^ 45. 47^ : 10. 70^ 2.096^ 
±.20 + . 13 ±1 .24 + . 17 ±2 .42 + .028 ± .  15 + .088 + .12 ±, .29 + . 26 ±.114 
Landrace 27.51®'' 2. 42^ 59 .8 2. 75^^ 91 .4 
U 0
0 
24. 13*' 2 .781^^ 13, .03®'' 44. 31^ 10. 06^^ 2.487^ 
+ .24 + . 16 ±1 .52 + . 20 ±2 .95 + .033 + . 16 + .102 + .13 + , .33 ± .  29 ±.133 
Poland 27.32'"^ 2. 98'' 59 .0 3. 00''^ 90 .1 
C
O
 CO 00 
24. os'' 3 .184'' 12 .21^ 47. .11®'' 8. 69'' 1.701'' 
China ±.19 ± .  12 ±1 .16 ± .  17 ±2, .45 + .026 ± .  15 + .081 ± .12 + , .29 ± .  26 ±.106 
Spot 27.42®'' 2. 9lb 57 .7 3. 27b 92. 2 
CO 
24. 10'' 3 .055'' 12 .14^ 47, .45® 8. 45" 1.644'' 
±.17 ± .  11 ±1 .08 ±.  14 ±1, .99 + .024 ± .  12 + .076 ± ,  .10 ± .  24 ± .  22 ±.099 
Yorkshire 27.11''^ 2. 32^ 56 .8 2. 52^ 89, .3 
0
 C
O 
24. is'' 2 .702^ 12, .86'' 45. 05^^ 9. 92^ 2.145^ 
±.19 ±.  13 ±1 .20 ± .  15 ±2, .23 ±, .027 ±.  13 + .084 + , .11 ± .  ,27 ± .  24 ±.110 
Means  w i th  d i f f erent  superscr ip t s  are  s ta t i s t i ca l ly  d i f f erent  (P  <  . 05 ) .  
Table 18. Breed differences of longissimus dorsi eating quality traits estimated by Model [2]. Least 
squares means and standard errors. 
BREED INSTRON CMOIS CLOSS JUIC TEND CHEW FLAV 
kg % % (1-5) (1-5) (1-5) (1-5) 
Berkshire 5.87^ 65.55^ 24.02 3.13 3.43^ 2.56^ 2.24 
±.11 ±.29 ±.64 + .08 ±.07 ±.07 ±.02 
Duroc 6.23*^ 63.97^ 25.26 3.20 3.16^^ 2.86^'^ 2.21 
+ .14 ±.34 ±.78 ±.10 ±.08 ±.08 ±.03 
Hampshire 6.21'' 65.35^'' 27.04 3.30 3.40^ 2.69^^ 2.23 
±.13 ±.32 ±.73 + .09 ±.08 ±.08 ±.02 
Landrace 6.43^^ 64.53*^^ 25.98 3.02 3.00*^ 2.96^ 2.22 
±.16 ±.39 ±.89 + .11 ±.10 ±.10 ±.03 
Poland China 6.53^*^ 65.45^'^ 23,75 3.17 3.01'' 2.27 
±.12 ±.30 ±.67 ±.09 ±.07 ±.07 ±.02 
Spot 6.57^ 64.15^ 25.46 3.03 3.02^ 3.01^ 2.22 
±.11 ±.28 ±.63 ±.08 ±.07 ±.07 ±.02 
Yorkshire 5.40^ 65.23®'^ 24.67 2.86 3.10'' 2.86'^'^ 2.26 
±.12 ±.31 ±.70 ±.09 ±.08 ±.07 ±.02 
Means  w i th  d i f f erent  superscr ip t s  are  s ta t i s t i ca l ly  d i f f erent  (P  <  . 05 ) .  
Table 19. Breed by sex interaction least squares means and standard errors estimated by Model [2]. 
BREED SEX LRBF PF C14 C15 C151 C204 
mm (1-5) % % % % 
Berkshire BARROW 34.48± .76 2.93±.08 1.064±.032 26.25±.18a 3 .457±.099 1,2711,129 
GILT 29.70± .91 2.95±.09 .988±.038 24.45±.23 3 .373±.118 2.2121.155 
Duroc BARROW 30.63± .86a 2.81±.09 1.129+.036 26.19±.21 3 .092±.112 .9431.146 
GILT 31.12±1 .11 2.84±.ll 1.060±.047 25.09±.26 3 .242±.144 1.3571.189 
Hampshire BARROW 30.92± •91a 2.72±.09 .853±.038a 23.81±.19 3 .271±.119a 1.7811.156 
GILT 29.44+ .97 2.58±.10 .719±.041 23.09±.22 2 .900±.127 2.4111.166 
Landrace BARROW 29.89+1 .05 2.13+.11 .966±.044a 24,85±.22 2. 9601.138 1.7151.180a 
GILT 27.74±1 .14 2.28+.12 .756±.048 23.40±.24 2, .602±.150 3,2581.195 
Poland China BARROW 33.87+ .73 2.73±.07 .927±.031 24.59±.20 3, 161±.096 1,4331,125 
GILT 28.89+1 .01 2.88+.10 .850+,042 23.58+.21 3. 207+.132 1,9701.172 
Spot BARROW 34.93± .69 2.28±.07a .857±,029 24.35±.14b 2. 9711.091 1,3241,118 
GILT 30.80± .91 2.73±.09 .892+,038 23.83±.19 3, .1381.119 1,9631,156 
Yorkshire BARROW 32,11+ .90 2.77±.09b .962±,038a 24.86±.19 2. 991+,117a 1,6671,153 
GILT 28.23± .91 2.36±.09 .725±.038 23.50±.19 2. ,4131.119 2,6231,156 
Pairs of breed means with superscripts differ (P < .05) from other pairs of means. 
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Table 20. Breed by halothane genotype (Normal = NN and Heterozygote = Nn) 
interaction least squares means and standard errors estimated by Model [2]. 
BREED MINOLTAP MINOLTAL PC PF LM PH 
% % (1-5) (1-5) (1-5) pH 
Berkshire NN 21. 22+ .45, 20. 12+, ,38, 3. ,07+. 06^ 2. ,96+. 06,3.03±.06, 5.885+. ,022 
Nn 21. 18+ . 80" 19. 54+. ,68^ 2. ,98+. 10^ 2. ,92+.10''3.05+.ir '5.947+. ,038 
Duroc NN 22. ,59+ . 26, 21. ,90+, 3. ,01 + . ,03, 2. ,90+. 03 3.09±.03, 5.729+. ,013 
Nn 21. ,8711.09'" 20. ,50+, 90^ 2. ,98+. ,13^ 2. ,75±. ,14^3.04±.14^ '5.709+. ,056 
Hampshire NN 20. ,60± . 29 20. ,64+, •25, 3, ,11+. ,04 2, ,91±. ,04 2.61±.04 5.573±. ,014. 
Nn 24. ,73+1. 00 21. ,50+, .84^ 2. ,50+. ,12 2. ,38+. ,13 2.40+.14 5.482±. ,044' 
Landrace NN 26. ,15+ . 41 23. ,54+, .35 2, ,63+. ,05 2, .47±. ,05 2.52+.06 5.648±, ,019 
Nn 29, ,48+1. 14 26. ,72+, .97 2, ,08+, ,14 1, .94+. ,15 1.82+.16 5.650+. 050 
Poland NN 22, ,94+ . 82 21, .46+ .69 3, ,05±, ,10 3, .04±. ,11 2.72+.11. 5.734±, .039 
China Nn 24, ,42+ . 53 22, ,98+ .44 2, .78+, .07 2, .57±, .07 2.62+.07' 5.712±, .024 
Spot NN 22, .58+ . 37 21 .15+ .31 2 .96+ .05 2 .86+, .05 2.77+.05 5.739+ .017 
Nn 27, .34± . 81 24 .56± .69 2 .40+ .10 2 .15+, .11 2.32+.11 5.632+ .036 
Yorkshire NN 22 .58± . ,24 21 .02+ .20 2 .96+ .03 2 .74+, .03 2.61±.03 5.722± .012 
Nn 26 .65± . ,97 23 .52+ .82 2 .56+.12 2 .38+ .13 2.03+.13 5.725± .043 
BREED PROT INSTRON C14 C151 C181 
mg/g kg % % % 
Berkshire NN .0802+. ,0014 5. ,837+.Ill 1.029+. 024 3.347±,076 45,25±.27 
Nn .0816+, ,0028 5, 895±.196 1, .023±. ,044 3. ,483±,135 44.63±. 52 
Duroc NN .0770+. ,0008 5. ,765+.064^ 1, .110+. ,014 3. ,170±.043 46.84±. 15 
Nn .0757+, .0034 6, ,691+.265^ 1, .079±. ,057 3. ,163+,175 45.80±. 65 
Hampshire NN .0754+, .0009 6, ,148+.071 .837+. ,016 3, .122±.049 45.78±. 17 
Nn .0711+, ,0029 6, .273+.244 .734+. ,054 3. ,049+.168 45.15+. 55 
Landrace NN .0739+, .0012, 6, .202+.101 .884+.022 2, 825+.069 45.51+. 
Nn .0561+.0033^ 6, .652+.294 .838+. ,062 2, 737±.192 43.11±. 61^ 
Poland NN .0781+, .0027^ 6, .382+.200 .920+. ,044 3, .262±.137 46.84+. 51 
China Nn .0717+, .0016^ 6, .683+.129 .857+. ,028 3, 106+.088 47.38±. 29 
Spot NN .0760±, .0010^ 6, .405+.091 .838±. ,020^ 2, 945±.062h 47.79±. 20 
Nn .0659+, .0023^ 6 .740+.198 .910+, ,043^ 3, .164+.136° 47.11±. 43 
Yorkshire NN .0789+ .0007^ 6 .333+.059 .901+.013 2 .889+.040^ 45.38+. 13 
Nn .0644+ .0028^ 6 .472+.237 .786±, ,052 2, .514±.163^ 44.71+. 52 
Pairs of breed means with superscripts differ (P < .05) from other pairs of 
means. 
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produce muscle with even lower ultimate pH. The interactions of LM, PROT, 
C14, C161, and C181 are not readily explained. The genetic parameters of 
growth and carcass traits shown in Table 21 are consistent with literature 
estimates. Genetic correlations are similar to those of Hovenier et al. 
(1992) and Lo et al. {1992b). Growth is not highly related to BFIO which 
could be helpful in swine breeding programs. Stewart and Schinckel (1989) 
report a genetic correlation of .22 between gain and backfat. Estimates of 
variances and covariances are shown in Table 22. 
Table 21. Genetic parameters of growth and carcass traits estimated with 
Model [3]. 
SOUND ADG BFIO LRBF LLBF LMA LENGTH YIELD 
SOUND .5136 0 
ADG .0961 .5789 -.0384 
BFIO .3267 .7226 .8745 .8446 -.5749 -.5062 -.0672 
LRBF .1505 .5601 .8547 -.3782 
LLBF . 1366 .2756 .6445 -.3942 
LMA -.1676 .2288 .2065 .7570 
LENGTH .1028 .7463 
YIELD .2722 .1737 
Heritabilities on diagonal. Genetic correlation above the diagonal. 
Environmental correlation below the diagonal. 
Table 22. Genetic and environmental variances and covariances of growth and 
carcass traits estimated with Model [3]. 
SOUND ADG BFIO LRBF LLBF LMA LENGTH YIELD 
9 w+ i#++ (1-10) g/d mm mm mm cm cm % E 
SOUND 1.1059 .4246 .568 1.538 
ADG 3.928 7232-11.946 4187 3045 
BFIO 52.062 31.288 16.071 18.568-11.285 -4.109 -.2545 22.610 8.679 
LRBF 1.556 27.293 15.784 -6.145 15.286 12.007 
LLBF 1.463 3.335 34.598 -7.671 22.299 12.299 
LMA -1.229 1.938 1.789 23.393 17.709 5.683 
LENGTH .306 3.936 2.937 .997 
YIELD 1.365 3.540 .615 2.883 
Phenotypic variance (V ) on diagonal. Genetic covariance above diagonal. 
Environmental covariances below diagonal. 
+ Additive genetic variance. 
++ Environmental variance. 
Estimated genetic parameters of meat quality traits are shown in 
Table 23. Estimates of variances and covariances are shown in Table 24. 
Values of PROT were multiplied by 100 for this analysis. Variances and 
covariances involving PROT will reflect this. 
Meat color is an economically important trait for both domestic and 
foreign pork sales. Heritability estimates for MINOLTAP and MINOLTAL are 
.3830 and .2653. Pigment (PPM) has a moderate h^ (.3908). This indicates 
selection for improved meat color could proceed rapidly. A moderate 
(.3112) h^ and genetic correlation (-.3005) of pH with MINOLTAP indicate 
these traits could be used for selection. 
Estimated genetic parameters of longissimus dorsi composition traits 
are shown in Table 25. Estimates of variances and covariances are shown in 
Table 26. The h^ of RLIPID and RCHOL are high and consistent with 
literature estimates. 
Estimated genetic parameters of eating quality traits are shown in 
Table 27. Estimates of variances and covariances are shown in Table 28. 
Eating quality traits have a moderate to low heritability. The INSTRON 
2 2 (h = .25) and CMOIS (h = .26) are consistent with literature estimates. 
Sensory panel scores are lowly heritable. Ellis et al. (1990) found 
moderate heritability for this trait. 
Traits were selected that tied together the growth, carcass, meat 
quality, longissimus dorsi composition, and eating quality groups. 
Estimated genetic parameters are shown in Table 29. Estimates of variances 
and covariances are shown in Table 30. Genetic correlation among carcass, 
meat quality and eating quality indicate a complex selection objective will 
be needed to prevent loss of meat quality while selecting for production 
traits (Harris et al., 1984). 
Selection for faster weight gain should not reduce eating quality for 
consumers. The INSTRON tenderness is most highly related to PH. RLIPID is 
related to BFIO, LMA, and PH. 
Table 23. Genetic parameters of meat quality traits estimated with Model [3]. 
PPM MINOLTAP PC PM PF MINOLTAL LC LM LF PH PROT 
ppm % (1-5) (1-5) (1-5) % (1-5) (1-5) (1-5) pH g/ioog 
PPM .3906 -.1648 ^.2187 -.0629 .4412 
MINOLTAP -.2032 .3830 -.6965 .8289 -.3006 -.5218 
PC .2898 -.5291 .2070 .7809 .9024 
PM .2064 .1987 .9776 
PF .5457 .3517 .1954 
MINOLTAL -.2253 .6043 .2653 -.3930 
LC 
00 o
 1 .3543 
LM .5708 
LF .2000 
PH -.3852 -.5049 .3112 .4394 
PROT -.4243 .1973 .1854 
Heritabilities on diagonal. Genetic correlations above diagonal. Environmental correlations below 
diagonal. 
Table 24. Genetic and and environmental variances covariances of meat quality traits estimated with 
Model [3]. 
PPM MINOLTAP PC PM PF MINOLTAL LC LM LF PH PROT A vr 
ppm % (1-5) (1-5)(1-5) % (1-5) (1-5) (1-5) pH g/lOOg 
PPM 2450022 -390.7 -46.1 -90.2 143.3 957085 1482058 
MINOLTAP -836.2 16.882 -.4258 3.970 -.0812 -.6783 6.467 10.415 
PC 159.7 -.7633 .2570 .047 .050 .0532 .2039 
PM .047 .3291 .061 .0654 .2635 
PF .117 .086 .285 .0557 .2273 
MINOLTAL -799.5 5.646 11.664 -.0774 3.094 8.570 
LC -26.5 .374 .1325 .2330 
LM .3213 .1834 .1374 
LP .480 .096 .336 
PH -.1885 -.2244 .0340 .0238 .0106 .0233 
PROT -1.424 .0315 1.3535 .2509 1.1019 
Phenotypic variance on diagonal. Additive genetic covariances above diagonal. Environmental covariances 
below diagonal. 
+ Additive genetic variance. 
++ Environmental variance. 
Table 25. Genetic parameters of pork longissimus dorsi composition traits estimated with Model [3]. 
RDM RLIPID RCHOL CLIPID CCHOL C14 C16 C161 C18 C181 C182 C204 
RDM .1939 
RLIPID .6296 .9970 
RCHOL .2493 
CLIPID .2900 .6574 
CCHOL .3460 
C14 .5020 
C16 .4690 
C161 .4930 
CIS .6770 
C181 .6670 
C182 .5300 
C204 .4330 
Heritabilities on diagonal. Genetic correlations above diagonal. Environmental correlations below 
diagonal. 
Table 26. Genetic variance and covariance of pork longissimus dorsi 
composition traits estimated with Model [3]. 
RDM 
% 
RLIPID 
% 
RCHOL 
mg/lOOg 
CLIPID 
% 
CCHOL 
mg/lOOg 
V-
RDM 1.725 .3345 1.3905 
RLIPID 1.0530 .8382 .6629 .3897 
RCHOL 94.759 23.624 71.137 
CLIPID .1352 1.621 1.0657 .5555 
CCHOL 343.85 118.97 224.88 
Phenotypic variance (Vp) on diagonal. Additive genetic covariances above 
diagonal. Environmental covariances below diagonal. 
Additive genetic vaiances. 
Environmental variances. 
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Table 27. Genetic parameters of eating quality traits estimated with Model 
[3]. 
INSTRON CMOIS CLOSS JUIC TEND CHEW FLAV 
INSTRON .2562 -.0618 .2009 -.3341 -.3297 
CMOIS -.2681 .2693 -.7560 .6014 .1522 
CLOSS .2561 -.7958 .1965 -.5514 -.4094 
JUIC -.2558 .6068 -.6963 .1223 .6951 -.3908 
TEND -.4112 .4324 -.4405 .4510 .1820 -.9404 
CHEW -.3121 -.7545 .1079 
FLAV 0 
Heritabilities on diagonal. Genetic correlations above diagonal. 
Environmental correlations below diagonal. 
Table 28. Genetic and environmental variances and covariances of eating 
quality traits. 
INSTRON 
kg 
CMOIS 
% 
CLOSS 
% 
JUIC 
(1-5) 
TEND 
(1-5) 
CHEW 
(1-5) 
FLAV 
(1-5) 
VA 
INSTRON 1.0201 -.0421 .2628 -.0410 -.1325 .2614 .7587 
CMOIS -.4981 6.3071 -2.551 .1992 .0538 1.6984 4.6086 
CLOSS 1.1286 -8.557 32.050 -.4034 -.2777 6.299 25.753 
JUIC -.1510 .8681 -2.346 .5076 .0452 -.0193 .0621 .4455 
TEND -.1972 .5149 -1.2484 .1682 .3812 -.0469 .0694 .3112 
CHEW -.1193 -.2424 .3670 .0396 .3274 
FLAV .039 0 .039 
Phenotypic variance on diagonal. Additive genetic covariances above 
diagonal. Environmental covariances below diagonal. 
Additive genetic variance. 
Environmental variance. 
Table 29. Genetic parameters of selected growth, carcass, composition, meat quality and eating quality 
traits estimated by Model [3]. 
ADG BFIO LMA MINOLTAP PH PROT RLIPID INSTRON CMOIS CLOSS JUIC TEND 
ADG .5789 -.0384 .4051 .0257 -.0325 .0006 .1103 .0998 .1384 
BFIO .3267 .7226 -.5749 .0520 .0020 .0492 .3156 -.2511 -.4756 .3864 -.1872 .1162 
LMA -.1626 .7570 ,1153 -.0233 -.2649 -.3728 ,1828 .2566 -.1602 ,0809 .0198 
MINOLTAP -.0733 -.0122 .1156 .3830 -.3006 -.5218 .0764 -.0547 -.1973 .0001 -,1913 -,1682 
PH .0635 .0700 -.1562 -.3852 .3112 .4392 -.1917 .3703 .6133 -.7168 ,5930 .4789 
PROT .0794 -.0049 -.4243 .1973 .1854 .0479 -.3240 .2362 .2709 .6134 
RLIPID .0013 .1881 -.0079 .0674 .0434 -.1180 .6296 -.0494 -.7632 .2278 -.3127 -.0807 
INSTRON -.1584 -.1963 .1041 .0529 -.2373 -.0712 -.2198 .2562 -.0618 .2009 -.3341 -.3297 
CMOIS .0268 .1510 .0159 -.1109 .1364 ,1260 .0366 -.2681 .2693 -.7560 .6014 .1522 
CLOSS -.1763 -.0275 .1180 -.0698 -.0725 .2561 -.7958 .1965 -.6514 -.4094 
JUIC .0181 .0949 .0961 -.0826 .0143 .1232 .1140 -.2558 .6068 -.6963 .1223 .6951 
TEND .0067 .1501 -.0069 -.0083 .1572 .0553 .1335 -.4112 .4324 -.4405 .4510 .1820 
Heritabilities on diagonal. Genetic correlations above diagonal. Environmental correlations below 
diagonal. 
Table 30. Genetic and environmental covariances for selected growth, carcass, composition, meat quality 
and eating quality traits estimated by Model [3]. 
ADG BFIO LMA MINOLTAP PH PROT RLIPID INSTRON CMOIS CLOSS JUIC TEND 
ADG -11.946 64.916 .1764 -1.7436 .0202 9.552 1.5951 2.3869 
BFIO 52.062 -11.285 .6366 .0010 .1171 1.2387 -.6066 -2.901 4.387 -.2220 .1466 
LMA -1.229 1.244 -.0105 -.5533 -1.311 .3940 1.4208 -1.703 .0839 .0221 
MINOLTAP -13.239 -.1143 ,8782 -.0812 -.6783 .162 -.0724 -.6728 .0006 -.1216 -.1147 
PH .5334 .0314 -.0563 -.1885 -.0167 -.0199 .0852 -.1995 .0163 .0135 
PROT ,2438 -.0123 -1.424 .0198 -.0828 .1574 .0331 .0815 
RLIPID .0441 .3403 -.0114 .1326 .0041 -.0706 -.0212 -.8233 .4320 -.0633 -.0176 
INSTRON -7.567 -.5009 .2144 .1473 -.0316 -.0650 -.1169 -.0421 .2628 -.0410 -.1325 
CMOIS 3.146 .9657 .0811 -.7596 .0447 .2824 .0486 -.4981 -2.551 .1992 .0538 
CLOSS -2.701 -.3315 1.928 -.0535 -.245 1.1286 -8.657 -.403 -.2777 
JUIC .6660 .1850 .1522 -.1768 .0014 .0866 .0592 -.1510 .8681 -2.346 .0452 
TEND .2054 .2459 -.0091 -.0149 .0134 .0324 .0458 -.1972 .5149 -1.2484 .1682 
Additive genetic covariances above diagonal. Environmental covariances below diagonal. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The long term profitability of the pork industry depends ultimately 
on consumer satisfaction. No business segment of the pork industry 
(producer, packer, processor, retailer, food service) can maximize its 
economic return at the expense of consumer satisfaction if the pork 
industry is to grow. Swine breeders must try to find the selection 
objective that matches consumer preferences. The breeders' tools are breed 
effects, major gene effects, heritabilities, genetic correlations and 
heterosis. All the tools but heterosis are investigated here for swine 
growth, carcass, meat quality, meat composition and eating quality traits. 
Duroc pigs had the highest levels of intramuscular fat in the 
longissimus muscle. They were not faster growing than other breeds. There 
were no surprises in the breed rankings for carcass backfat thickness, 
longissimus area, length and yield. 
Breed differences were generally larger for meat quality traits than 
for carcass traits. Berkshire, Hampshire and Duroc pigs produced the 
darkest colored meat while Landrace, Spot and Yorkshire pigs produced the 
palest meat. The popular crossbreeding program that produces market hogs 
that are one fourth Duroc, one fourth Hampshire, one fourth Landrace and 
one fourth Yorkshire should produce a medium color score with great 
variability. Eating quality differences are greatest for the Berkshires. 
This breeds' superiority for tenderness may result from ultimate pH and 
intramuscular fat levels. More research should be done to determine the 
genetic basis of the Berkshire difference. The Hampshire effect on 
ultimate pH was suggested by both the NBS purebred pigs and the Pork 
Challenge Test crossbred pigs. The low ultimate pH of Hampshire meat may 
make it undesirable to processors but the sensory panel scores indicated it 
was very tender. 
Related to the 'Hampshire effect' is the RN gene. Both the NBS and 
Pork Challenge Test data suggest some dominant genetic mechanism for 
ultimate pH and improved eating quality. A selection project including 
Berkshires, Hampshires and Duroc (and their crosses) may provide further 
information regarding the genetic basis of this effect. 
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Results of halothane genotype comparison suggest an overall economic 
loss for producers with swine populations that have the halothane gene. 
The advantages in reduced backfat could be matched by selection for this 
highly heritable trait. Reductions in meat quality and eating quality 
traits dictate eliminating the halothane gene from the US pig population. 
Pork from a halothane heterozygote pig population is not as desirable as 
pork from a normal pig population. 
The heritabilities and genetic correlations found among different 
types of traits emphasizes the need to monitor and/or select breeding stock 
for meat quality traits. Adding Minolta color scores, ultimate pH and 
intramuscular fat content to the genetic database of a breed or line will 
reduce the chance of accumulating undesirable correlated responses while 
selecting for production and carcass traits. 
The goals of this project were to determine the genetic basis of 
eating quality and meat quality traits and their relationship to production 
traits, evaluate halothane genotype differences for several types of 
traits, and get current information on the US breed differences for meat 
quality and eating quality. These goals were accomplished. 
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APPENDIX A: NATIONAL BARROW SHOW PROGENY TEST MEASUREMENTS TAKEN 
- VARIABLE NAMES 
Growth and Carcass Traits 
ONWT On test weight in kg 
OFFWT Off test weight of pig in kg 
ADG Average daily gain per day on test, g/day, adjusted for ONWT 
SOUND Leg soundness score of pig (1-10 scale) 
LENGTH Carcass length in cm 
LLBF Last lumbar midline backfat in mm 
LRBF Last rib midline backfat in mm 
BFIO Off midline backfat at the tenth rib in mm „ 
LMA Longissimus muscle area at the tenth rib, cm 
YIELD Dressing percent, carcass wt + offwt 
Meat Quality Traits 
PM Subjective marbling score of longissimus in packer cooler (1-5) 
PC Subjective color score of longissimus in packer cooler (1-5) 
PF Subjective firmness score of longissimus in packer cooler (1-5) 
MINOLTAP Minolta color reflectance reading taken in packer cooler, % 
LM Subjective marbling score of longissimus at ISU meat lab (1-5) 
LC Subjective color score of longissimus at ISU meat lab (1-5) 
LF Subjective firmness score of longissimus at ISU meat lab (1-5) 
PH Ultimate pH of longissimus muscle (24-48 hours after 
slaughter), pH 
MINOLTAL Minolta color reflectance reading taken at ISU meat lab, % 
PROT Protein solubility of uncooked longissimus muscle, mg/g 
PPM Pigment score of longissimus muscle, parts per million 
Eating Quality Traits 
JUIC Juiciness score of cooked longissimus at ISU Food Lab (1-5) 
TEND Tenderness score of cooked longissimus at ISU Food Lab U-S) 
CHEW Chewiness score of cooked longissimus at ISU Food Lab (1-5) 
FLAV Flavor score of cooked longissimus at ISU Food Lab (1-5) 
INSTRON Instron Universal Testing machine pressure reading of cooked 
longissimus in kg 
CLOSS Cooking loss as % 
CMOIS Moisture percent of cooked longissimus muscle, % 
Composition Traits 
RDM Dry matter percent of uncooked longissimus muscle, % 
RCHOL Cholesterol content of uncooked longissimus muscle in mg/lOOg 
RLIPID Total lipid percent of uncooked longissimus muscle on a wet or 
'as is' basis, % 
CCHOL Cholesterol content of cooked longissimus muscle in mg/lOOg 
CLIPID Total lipid percent of cooked longissimus muscle on a wet or 
'as is' basis, % 
C14 Myristic fatty acid of uncooked longissimus muscle, % 
C16 Palmetic fatty acid of uncooked longissimus muscle, % 
C161 Palmitoleic fatty acid of uncooked longissimus muscle, % 
C18 Stearic fatty acid of uncooked longissimus muscle, % 
C181 Oleic fatty acid of uncooked longissimus muscle, % 
C182 Linoleic fatty acid of uncooked longissimus muscle, % 
C204 Arachidonic fatty acid of uncooked longissimus muscle, % 
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APPENDIX B: DIETS FED TO TEST PIGS 
Groups 391 and F91: 
Pig weight, Dig. energy. Met. energy, Crude protein, Ca, P, 
Diet ka kcal/ka kcal/ka % % % 
1 27 to 42 3555 3416 16.08 .67 .61 
2 42 to 57 3568 3420 16.09 .67 .61 
3 57 to 105 3542 3399 15.12 .58 .56 
Groups S92 and S93: 
Pig weight, Dig. energy, Met. energy. Crude protein, Ca, P, 
Diet ka kcal/ka kcal/ka % % % 
1 18 to 27 3488 3330 17.74 .66 .60 
2 27 to 37 3473 3323 16.50 .65 .60 
3 37 to 54 3442 3299 15.71 .58 .59 
4 54 to 82 3440 3300 15.00 .57 .57 
5 82 to 105 3457 3320 14.49 .58 .57 
